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Previous archaeology at the Kituhwa Archaeological District (North Carolina) has 
recovered evidence of 8,000 years of occupation and established the presence of at least one 
townhouse stage buried beneath the mound. Consequently, preservation of this cultural 
resource is an absolute for the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians. As excavation is no longer 
an option at Kituhwa, results from this project establish the value of geophysical surveys as a 
primary research tool for feature discovery and identification and the interpretation of 
changing settlement patterns in southwestern North Carolina. 
This geophysical survey, the second at Kituhwa, uses three different instruments to 
add information about materials and techniques used in the construction of the townhouse.  
Gradiometry shows this townhouse is similar in size, shape, and orientation to the townhouse 
stages excavated at Coweeta Creek, also in North Carolina. Within the Kituhwa townhouse 
there is a large unidentified oval anomaly surrounding two separate hearths and a much 
stronger signal in the southeast corner of the townhouse, possibly due to more intense 
burning.  A soil resistivity anomaly in the location of the townhouse ramp could have been 
made by large boulders such as those used at Coweeta Creek and the ground-penetrating 
radar anomaly could have been made by clay packed on the sides of the mound, also similar 
to Coweeta Creek.  There are a number of residence-sized clusters of anomalies southeast of 
the mound and in a layout similar to the Middle Qualla village at Coweeta Creek. Another 
cluster of residence-size anomalies could indicate three episodes of rebuilding of the same 
structure or three different structures or a combination of both. There are two other 
townhouse-sized anomalies at Kituhwa, one of which is likely of Cherokee or Anglo origin.  
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The Kituhwa Archaeological District (Figures 1 and 2) is located in Swain 
County, North Carolina, between Bryson City and Cherokee on US Highway 19. Located 
on the Kituhwa property are the remains of village occupations and an ancient mound 
(Figure 3). According to early accounts the mound once stood twelve feet tall (4 meters), 
but plowing in the early 20th century reduced it to approximately half its original height. 
For much of the 20th century, this same 309-acre tract of land was also known as the 
Ferguson Fields.  The Ferguson family owned the land from 1914 until 1996, when it was 
acquired by the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (EBCI).  On December 4, 1996, 
Principal Chief Joyce Dugan wrote in the One Feather, the weekly Cherokee, N.C., 
newspaper 
This site which was known as the Mother Town of the Cherokees has meaning 
to other bands as well. I ask you to join me in celebrating the acquisition of this 
property which has gone full circle and is now back in the hands of those to 
whom it should belong!  
Because this property is so valuable, culturally as well as economically, the EBCI accept 
the responsibility that came with  
the honor bestowed upon [them] by other Cherokee people to protect our 
homeland until the time they might return"  [and consider it] "critical to 
accomplish an archaeological survey to determine the extent of cultural resources 
and so any planning would be conducted with the preservation and protection of 
these non-renewable resources (Dugan 1997).  
The EBCI is "very committed to preserving the cultural integrity of the 
site" (Martin 1996) not only for themselves but for all Cherokee, and to do so, 
they must plan for the intact survival of this property for many years to come. As 
more information about the archaeology of Kituhwa becomes available, the EBCI  
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Riggs and Shumate 2003:3 





Riggs and Shumate: 2003:3 
Figure 2. Location and extent of the EBCI Kituhwa tract, Bryson City, NC 7.5’ USGS quadrangle. 
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Figure 3. The Kituhwa Mound, 2006. 
will make more informed evaluations of the long-term land use options that present 
themselves over the years. This project, as one vehicle through which additional 
information can be obtained, was funded by the EBCI. The goal of this project was to 
provide information useful to the EBCI by identifying buried features (houses, hearths, 
and pits) that remain after years of occupation and plowing. A formal report was 
delivered to the EBCI in 2008 (Moore and Schroedl 2008). 
Since the EBCI acquired Kituhwa, there have been three archaeological projects 
conducted there.  In 1997, more than 1,300 shovel test pits were dug across the 309-acre 
tract.  The density and variety of artifacts discovered caused Riggs et al. (1998:vii) to 
recommend "vigorously" avoiding any activities which would disturb the area below the 
plowzone. In 2001, Riggs and Shumate (2003) conducted limited excavations west of the 
mound as well as a gradiometer survey of the mound and 40 surrounding acres.  The 
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gradiometer survey provided evidence of at least one townhouse stage buried beneath the 
mound and several probable burned buildings nearby but not on the mound. 
Consequently, Riggs and Shumate (2003) recommended additional geophysical work on 
the mound to further define the townhouse.   
Fieldwork for this project was conducted in 2006 and 2007. It consisted of a 
multi-instrument geophysical survey on the mound and in village areas reported by Riggs 
and Shumate (2003). The geophysical method of investigation was mandated because 
preserving Kituhwa's buried heritage is the sine qua non for the Cherokee. No 
undertakings: farming, ceremonial, or archaeological, may disturb the earth beneath the 
depth of 18 inches. Therefore, nondestructive or noninvasive methods are the only 
methods acceptable for further study of the townhouse stage(s) buried beneath the 
Kituhwa Mound (31Sw2) and the surrounding village areas (31Sw1).  
GROUND-BASED REMOTE SENSING 
Nondestructive archaeological methods employ remote sensing instruments. The 
term "remote sensing" is used because "the measured phenomena are remote from the 
sensor and not visible otherwise" (Johnson 2006:4).  Because remote sensing methods 
also include aerial photography, a more specific term, "ground-based remote sensing," 
encompasses the geophysical methods used in this study. 
While ground-based remote sensing proponents were still arguing for multi-
instrument investigations a few years ago (Clay 2001a), it is now common – i.e., 
"standard practice" – to use more than one instrument at a site, as did Kvamme and Ahler 
(2007) at Double Ditch Historic State Park (32Bl8) in North Dakota.  Combining the 
results from instruments and confirming excavations, they were able to reconstruct the 
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history of Double Ditch from its origin in the 15th century to its late 18th century 
abandonment after a small pox outbreak.  Magnetometry revealed two previously 
unknown fortification systems and "countless" storage pits which they used to estimate 
population size.  Soil resistivity defined middens, houses, and borrow pits.  Ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) revealed information about ditches, houses, and the interiors of 
middens (Kvamme and Ahler 2007).   
A second recent example of multi-instrument ground-based remote sensing is a 
project conducted at the Poverty Point site (16Wc5) in northeastern Louisiana. This site is 
known for its set of six concentric ridges divided into five symmetrical parts by four 
cross-cutting aisles. Maps and drawings of these ridges are so "compelling" that they 
have "lead many to assume some high degree of centralized authority [underlying] such a 
coherent site plan" (Hargrave et al. 2007:757). Hargrave et al. used a Geoscan FM36 
fluxgate gradiometer over an area of 8,400 m2 (21 20 x 20 m grids) that crossed Ridge 1 
(the innermost) and Ridge 5 in the southwest corner of the site.  Electrical resistance, 
conductivity, and ground-penetrating radar equipment were also used. The gradiometer 
was the primary source of information because moisture conditions at the site reduced the 
effectiveness of resistivity and GPR instruments.  Gradiometer results demonstrated that: 
1. the Poverty Point earthworks were much less symmetrical than had previously 
been suggested; 
2. ridges that appear as "subtle elevations in the 1999 topographic map" (Hargrave et 
al. 2007:760) are "clearly apparent in a magnetic map" (Hargrave et al. 
2007:765); and that 
3. the presence of small fragments of fired clay can be an important indicator of 
postholes which in turn can be indispensable evidence of structures. 
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At the end of their study they recommended "surveying a much larger portion of 
the swale [in order to] provide a better understanding of broad patterns as well as 
localized variation" (2007:764), and the "use of multiple geophysical instruments [to] 
permit detection of a wider range of features and other deposits" (2007:764).  They were 
not "optimistic" about the potential of GPR at Poverty Point because of amount of 
moisture in the ground but they pointed out that they did not experiment with different 
antennae or survey designs under varying moisture conditions.  
GPR was successful, however, at an Abenaki, Native American, site in Vermont 
(Goodman et al. 2007).  Here, a test pit dug in the location of a "discrete anomaly" in the 
GPR image encountered a large amount of charcoal, "the most found in any single test pit 
in several years" (Goodman et al. 2007:381).  While the presence of charcoal confirmed 
Goodman et al.'s interpretation of the anomaly as the floor of a fire hearth, the amount of 
charcoal seemed too small to create an anomaly of such strength.  They concluded that 
the strong signal was not due to the charcoal itself but to the concave shape of the hearth 
floor acting as a "parabolic satellite dish" to focus the reflected radar waves into an area 
smaller than one that would have been produced by a flat floor. 
Ground-based remote sensing was successful at Double Ditch, Poverty Point, and 
the Abenaki site because the subsurface contrast between cultural and natural features 
was strong enough to be detected by the instruments.  This is usually the case for at least 
one instrument in a multi-instrument survey, but once in a while, depending on the 
conditions at the study area, "you might as well leave the instruments in the truck" 
(Johnson 2006:1).  
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Conditions that make for a successful geophysical survey include a history of 
earth-moving, fire, and clay.  When earth is moved, soils and sediments are mixed and 
the resulting mixture has a geophysical signature different from undisturbed areas in the 
vicinity (Clay 2006). Moved, mixed or redeposited soils will appear in processed 
geophysical images as localized, complex ("lumpy," "rough," or "textured") areas.  High 
variability is often evidence of an anomaly's cultural origin (Clay 2001b; Dalan and 
Bevan 2002).  
[T]he checkered pattern of extreme low and high values in mound areas is 
due to the construction loading of A and B horizon soils. A horizon soils 
reflect high magnetic values, while B horizon soils reflect very low 
positive or negative values (Kaczor and Weymouth 1981:22, and cited by 
Dalan and Bevan 2002:785). 
 
 Most soil, clay, and rock contain small amounts of iron oxides which create 
"magnetic domains pointing in random directions" (Kvamme 2006:208).  Their net 
magnetic effect is essentially undetectable because the magnetic forces from individual 
domains cancel each other out.  Heat orients all the domains in the same direction and 
they remain so aligned after cooling.  Realignment is at a maximum above the Curie 
point (600OC) but any heating will result in some realignment.  As a result, with a hot 
enough fire, the total effect from all domains is strong enough to be detected (Kvamme 
2006b). Unfired clay is also detectable by ground-penetrating radar and is actually a 
hindrance in many areas of the southeastern United States.  Radar waves attenuate or 
dissipate quite rapidly in clay and do not travel as deeply as in other soils or sediments 
(Conyers 2004). Consequently, a clay surface of cultural origin can be detected, not only 
by ground-penetrating radar but also by soil resistivity because of its low electrical 
resistance (Weaver 2006:147). 
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GROUND-BASED REMOTE SENSING AT KITUHWA 
The history of Kituhwa features includes all three conditions that contribute to the 
success of geophysical projects there: earth-moving, fire, and clay.  The people moved 
earth to build their mound, created basins for their houses, buried their dead, and dug 
storage pits.  Because of the small size of burials and storage pits and the likelihood that 
there has been enough time for their contents to become similar to the surrounding 
matrix, they are probably difficult to detect in geophysical results and must, therefore, be 
inferred from the locations of residences.  Residences, on the other hand, include clay 
components such as the central hearth and daub on the ceiling above it.  Stages of 
townhouses and residences were sometimes burned prior to rebuilding, not only firing the 
clay portions of the structures, but also burning floor surfaces, wall posts and other 
construction materials.  
In 2001, excavations at 31Sw287, immediately west of 31Sw1, revealed hearths, 
houses, graves, pits, and post molds (Riggs and Shumate 2003).  All of these features can 
be found through remote sensing but all except houses can be difficult to detect in areas 
with a history of long-term use or occupation by large groups of people. 
Although hearths usually produce high gradiometer readings, in-situ hearths may 
appear as bipolar anomalies (adjacent positive and negative values) because of remanent 
magnetic effects. In cases of bioturbation and other small-scale disturbances, however, 
they may appear as weak negative signatures, as was the case at 48We917, a late Archaic 
campsite (Archaeo-Physics 2003). According to Kvamme and Ahler (2007), hearths at 
Double Ditch, North Dakota (32Bl8) look like storage pits (circular, 1 m diameter) but 
have stronger gradiometer signals. Hearths are also found inside houses which can be 
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identified through a combination of geophysical, topographic, and aerial means.  
Depending on their size and intensity of use, hearths and pits are often invisible to GPR 
because ash, charcoal, and baked soils may not differ significantly from the surrounding 
soils or sediments. Soil resistivity is less effective than gradiometry at identifying smaller 
pits because of its usually lower survey resolution (i.e., wider transect spacing and fewer 
readings per meter) but it detects larger and deeper ones almost as well. Pairs of 
overlapping or intersecting pits can appear as oval or kidney-shaped anomalies because 
of low resolution in the data or in the grayscale graphics (Kvamme and Ahler 2007). 
Archaeology in alluvial settings presents a specific set of conditions that must be 
dealt with.  The stratigraphy of the Tuckasegee River floodplain at Kituhwa has not yet 
been documented, and so only relative chronologies within each area may be inferred 
from anomalies' locations in the GPR results, especially at locations close to the river. 
For example, a column at the Tuckasegee site (31Jk12), 27 miles (40 km) downstream, 
contained 14 different strata but strata 2 through 5 were missing downslope from the 
main excavation area (Keel 1976:27).    Since it is possible that the Tuckasegee River at 
Kituhwa has experienced a similar pattern of erosion and deposition, assuming a uniform 
stratigraphy across 31Sw1 cannot be justified.  
LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY 
Despite the difficulties in locating features in contexts of long-term use and the 
need to limit chronological inference to relative chronologies only, successful 
interpretation of anomalies at Kituhwa is likely, given the guidance of Clay (2001a, 
2001b, 2006), Hargrave (2006), Kvamme (2003a, 2003b, 2006), and many other 
practitioners. Once anomalies have been identified, the site can be interpreted from a 
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number of perspectives, all of which could be subsumed into today’s concept of 
landscape archaeology.   
It was not until the 1980s that "landscape archaeology" appeared in the text of an 
American Antiquity article, and not until 2003 that this journal published an article with 
"landscape archaeology" as part of the title (David and Thomas 2008:29).  However, 
according to Patterson (2008:77-79), "Americanist archaeologists" have practiced some 
aspect of landscape archaeology for the past 70 years, in interpretations that range from 
the purely ecological (e.g., Steward 1941) to settlement patterns (e.g., Chang 1968), to a 
blend of the terrestrial and celestial (e.g., Pauketat and Emerson 2008).  These many 
perspectives, or disciplinary subdivisions, 
are pointers to how we normalize the world; they direct our attention and enable 
us to approach the world through very particular frames of reference and 
understanding…. The crux of landscape archaeology concerns not only the 
physical environment onto which people live out their lives but also the 
meaningful location in which lives are lived. This includes the trees and the rocks 
and the stars, not as abstract objects but as meaningful things that are located 
ontologically and experientially in people's lives and social practice (David and 
Thomas 2008:38). 
 
In art history, "landscape" refers to "a portion of the earth’s surface that can be 
seen from one place" (Creswell 2004:10). Landscape archaeology in its simplest form is 
therefore, an archaeology that studies people in such a large spatial setting. This setting 
is, however,  more than just the foundation upon which people built, set, dropped or dug 
features and artifacts; the setting or landscape is an artifact itself, existing in today’s form 
as the final  result of any number of human decisions.  If plausible reasons for these 
decisions can be determined, then it might be possible for the archaeologist to infer some 
of the characteristics of the cultural settings in which they were made. There are a 
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number of bases, enumerated by Deetz (1968:31-42), upon which these decisions can be 
made: 
1. Functional vs. nonfunctional – decisions made to enhance the functionality of the object. 
For example, tabs on the lips of Arikara rim sherds with square lip profiles are assumed 
to be functional because they would stabilize a pot suspended by a cord running across its 
neck and through a pair of strap handles; 
2. Imitation vs. innovation – decisions made to adhere or depart from an established norm. 
An unusual decoration or design found in only a single household might be the result of 
accident, whim, or true inspiration; 
3. Contingent vs. free choice – decisions that are limited by previous decisions. For 
example, pipe bore diameters decreased as longer, thinner stems became more popular in 
17th and 18th century England; 
4. Expedient vs. patterned choice – decisions made to maximize efficiency (a cost-benefit 
decision instead of one determined by precedent or cultural dictates). Flakes worked on a 
single side, for example, can function as a knife without further knapping, but a knife, by 
the maker’s decision, must be flaked on all sides and in a particular manner; 
5. Technologically vs. nontechnologically conditioned – decisions made as a result of raw 
materials physical characteristics. Petrified wood, for example, fractures in certain ways, 
and using that material, the Anyathians of Paleolithic Burma made rectangular chopping 
tools. 
The artifact that is landscape is also an artifact whose manufacture and use 
transcends generational boundaries. Consequently, many decisions concerning the 
landscape fall into Deetz’ "contingent" category – decisions limited by previous 
decisions.  At Kituhwa, one of the most obvious influences on land-use decisions was the 
presence of the mound which stood essentially undisturbed until the early 20th century, 
contributing to the arrangement of field, gardens, walkways, and structures nearby.  
No matter the perspective, landscape archaeologists just like other archaeologists 
begin their analysis with a focus on the materials (items and features) that people have 
left behind (Binford 1982).  The next chapter, Research Design, presents the methods and 
materials used to locate features.  It is written for an audience unfamiliar with the use of 
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geophysical instruments in an archaeological context. Because of their larger size, 
structures are the features most likely to be found by this effort. The third chapter, 
Structures of Southwestern North Carolina, provides a description of structures 
excavated from other archaeological projects conducted near the Kituhwa Archaeological 
District.  This information guides both the expectations for this project and the 
identification and interpretation of results.  Those results are presented in the fourth 
chapter, Results, which includes the maps produced from geophysical and other data and 
the analysis of results.  It details the analysis that led to the following conclusions: 
1. that the townhouse beneath the Kituhwa mound was constructed in a similar 
manner and with the same materials as the townhouse stages at Coweeta Creek; 
2. that the mound and village layout at Kituhwa is similar to the layout of Middle 
Qualla  village at Coweeta Creek; and 
3. that there are other residence- and townhouse-sized anomalies beyond the village 
mentioned above. 
The final chapter, Conclusion, includes suggestions for future research and 
evaluates the findings at Kituhwa vis-à-vis the project's goal.  The primary goal of this 
project is to provide information useful to the EBCI as they decide the best way to 
preserve their valuable cultural and economic resource.  In fact, the EBCI's assessment of 
the value of this project's contribution may never be known, although their funding of 
other geophysical projects would be a proxy indication of a positive assessment. 
Secondary goals have also been met. More is known today about the townhouse and 
village at Kituhwa than before the project was undertaken, and the likely success of 
future geophysical surveys there, including the use of ground-penetrating radar in 
floodplain settings, has been established. 
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Lessons learned during this project can greatly enhance the likelihood of success 
at other projects in the area. There are, for example, mounds still standing on EBCI 
property whose internal structure could be determined and compared to the townhouse 
structure at Kituhwa, as well as to excavated structures in southwestern North Carolina 
and east Tennessee.  These structures served as a guide, a comparative collection if you 
will, in the identification and interpretation of the anomalies found at Kituhwa.  Results 





 Archaeological projects in 1997 and 2001 discovered lithic and ceramic artifacts, 
hearths, graves, pits, and post molds across the Kituhwa Archaeological District, at least 
one stage of a townhouse buried beneath the surface of the Kituhwa Mound and burned 
buildings nearby.  This project was performed in response to recommendations for 
additional noninvasive study of the mound and village midden areas. The methodology 
followed is based on examples of other multi-instrument investigations performed by 
experienced practitioners (Bevan 1998; Clay 2001a; Conyers 2004; Kvamme 2003a, 
2003b; Somers 2002a, 2002b, 2006).  Interpretation of results also follows examples set 
by experienced geophysical practitioners (Clay 2006, 2008; Conyers 2004; Goodman et 
al. 2007; Hargrave 2006; Hargrave et al. 2007; Kvamme 2006; Kvamme and Ahler 2007) 
and by the principal archaeologists of Cherokee and southwestern North Carolina 
archaeology (Dickens 1967, 1970, 1978; Keel 1976, 2007; Riggs et al. 1998; Riggs and 
Shumate 2003; Rodning 2002, 2004; Schroedl 1989, 1998, 2000). 
GOAL  
The primary goal of this project is to provide information helpful in evaluating 
long-term land use options available to the EBCI. Archaeological goals include obtaining 
additional information about the townhouse stage(s), the features that surround it and 
existing village middens.  Specifically these goals include evaluations of: 
1. the additional information obtained by using a finer scale data collection interval.  
Will the use of a one-half meter traverse interval for the gradiometer survey 
provide new detail for the townhouse interior?  Will new structures and features 
be visible in the previously surveyed areas surrounding the mound and the village 
middens? 
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2. the additional information obtained using more than a single geophysical 
instrument. Will the ground-penetrating radar (GPR) unit confirm the suspected 
presence of more than a single townhouse stage? Will the GPR and soil resistivity 
instruments find evidence of the use of clay and sand as building materials?  Will 
the soil resistivity instrument locate evidence of earth moving in the vicinity of 
the mound? Will it locate former river channels or other geological features? 
3. the feasibility of using geophysical data as primary data in settlement and 
landscape studies in southwestern North Carolina in general and specifically at 
Kituhwa.  Is it possible to draw new conclusions or inferences about Kituhwa 
using information obtained from geophysical studies? Is it possible to show that 
the Kituhwa townhouse differs from, or is similar to the Coweeta Creek 
townhouse using geophysical data alone?  
 
SURVEY AREAS 
The survey areas included four areas identified by Riggs and Shumate (2003) as 
containing particularly abundant cultural remains.   Because of the cultural significance 
of Kituhwa, its size, and the likelihood of human burials, this geophysical survey used 
ground-based remote sensing equipment to reveal evidence of subsurface hearths, pits, 
and structures, and other as yet unidentified features relating to the history of site use. 
The four areas (Table 1 and Figure 4) include the Kituhwa Mound (Area 1), a 
probable 12th century Pisgah phase village midden (Area 2), an 18th century Qualla phase 
village midden (Area 3), and a 14th-18th century Qualla phase village midden (Area 4).  
The cultural affiliations of these areas were determined from previous shovel tests and 
limited excavation at the Kituhwa Archaeological District (Riggs et al. 1998; Riggs and 
Shumate 2003). Since subsurface disturbances of any kind are not allowed on the 
Kituhwa Mound, further study of its internal structure can only be obtained through 
remote sensing methods.  In the area surrounding the mound, subsurface disturbance is 
not allowed beneath a depth of 18 inches, and so remote sensing methods of investigation 
remain the primary tool for investigation.  
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Area 1 is a 40 x 60 meter block consisting of six 20 x 20 meter grids.  Its southwest and 
northeast corners are located at grid coordinates 980N-1740E and 1040N-1780E, respectively. 
(Coordinates in this document reference the metric grid established for the 1997 study.) Most 
of the area is covered by the Kituhwa Mound (31Sw2).  The 2001 gradiometer survey revealed 
features which Riggs and Shumate (2003:67) described as "concentric rectangles with rounded 
corners." They identified these features as a configuration resembling early Cherokee 
townhouses, especially the 16th century set of superimposed townhouses excavated at the 
Coweeta Creek site approximately 40 km (27 miles) away in Macon County, North Carolina. 
These concentric rectangles are visible in the gradiometer results but their relative depths 
cannot be determined.  Construction materials at the Coweeta Creek site included layers of clay 
placed on the sides of the mound and between the several townhouse stages, as well as 
boulders beneath a ramp to the townhouses' southeast entrance. No evidence of clay or 
boulders is present in the Kituhwa gradiometer data but ground-penetrating radar and soil 
resistivity meters can find these materials.  Using these instruments is justified by their potential 
to add information about the use of clay and boulders in the construction of the townhouse(s).   
Area 2 is an 80 x 60 meter block consisting of 12 20 x 20 meter grids. Its 
southwest and northeast corners are located at coordinates 740N-1660E and 800N-
1740E, respectively. There were no structures indicated by the 2001 gradiometer data for 
this area, but a mix of close-interval high-and low intensity readings (black and white) 
coincide with the location of "a relatively dense cluster of Pisgah (ca. A.D. 1100-1200) 
plowzone material in the plowzone and in unplowed material beneath" (Riggs and 
Shumate 2003:71).  This area includes the location at which 500-year old human remains 
were found and then reburied in 2000 (Martin 2000a, 2000b).   As there was no  
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corner 




1 31Sw2: the Kituhwa Mound 980-1740 1040-1780 2,400 
2 31Sw1: 12th century Pisgah phase village midden 740-1660 800-1740 4,800 
3 31Sw1: 18th century Qualla phase village midden 760-1420 800-1500 3,200 
4 31Sw1: 14th-18th century Qualla phase village 
midden 
940-1800 1100-1840 6,400 







Riggs and Shumate 2003:63 




indication of structures or other features in previous studies, use of all three instruments 
was warranted in order to recover the most information possible.  Because ground-
penetrating radar has often failed in deep alluvial settings (Johnson 2006), success or 
failure of the instrument in this area helps identify parameters or conditions under which 
future radar surveys at Kituhwa will be most effective. 
Area 3 is an 80 x 40 meter block consisting of eight 20 x 20 meter grids.  Its 
southwest and northeast corners are located at grid coordinates 760N-1420E and 800N-
1500E, respectively. A large, square (15 x 15 meters) gradiometer anomaly coincides 
with a concentration of fired daub at 780N-1475E, while an area of mixed, high- and 
low-density gradiometer readings coincides with village debris found in 1997.  Use of all 
three instruments is justified in order to obtain the maximum amount of information 
about the large anomaly which is the approximate size of a townhouse and any structural 
remains of the village associated with the artifacts located there. 
 Area 4 is a 40 x 160 meter block consisting of 16 20 x 20 meter grids. Its 
southwest and northeast corners are located at grid coordinates 940N-1800E and 1100N-
1840E, respectively.  This area was selected because of its proximity and location relative 
to the Kituhwa Mound and townhouse(s).  If there was a village associated with the 
Kituhwa Mound and townhouses and if this village was established on the same plan as 
was the village associated with the 16th century Coweeta Creek townhouses, then a good 
portion of that village should be located in this area southeast of the mound.  Once again, 
use of all instruments is warranted in order to produce the most information possible 
about presence or absence of features, their relative depths, and the construction materials 
used by their builders. 
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A total station was used to ensure correct placement of the survey areas on the 
Kituhwa master grid.  Datum 1 (1110.749N-1627.912E) was assigned the arbitrary 
elevation of 500 meters above mean sea level. Forty-five 20 x 20 meter grids were 
actually surveyed, three more than proposed. Three different instruments (Figure 5) were 
used: a Geoscan® FM36 fluxgate gradiometer, a Geoscan® RM15 soil resistivity 
instrument, and a GSSI SIR-3000 ground-penetrating radar (GPR) unit with a 400 MHz 
antenna.  Survey with each instrument began with a set of default settings which were 
modified as needed in order to determine the optimum settings as the survey progressed. 
FIELD METHODS 
Although collecting data with geophysical instruments allows greater coverage in 
a shorter time than collecting data through surface collection or excavation, the same 
attention to provenience is required.  The corners of each survey area were established 
with a total station instrument using datums established by the 1997 project.  
Data Collection:  Geoscan® FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer (FM36)  
The FM36 was the first instrument used for two reasons.  First, a significant 
amount of time is required for data transfer and timing this transfer to coincide with 
operator break time makes the entire effort more efficient.  Second, metal instruments 
cannot be used in close proximity to the FM36. The FM36 does not make contact with 
the surface of the ground.  The operator carries it along a guide rope marked at 1 meter 
intervals with tape of a color that is visible against the color of the rope (e.g. black 
markers on yellow rope).  The operator’s pace is set so that the sensors pass over the 





Geoscan® FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer 
The Geoscan FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer (FM36) is one 
of a class of geophysical instruments that measures the 
strength of the earth’s magnetic field at a given position. 
These instruments, generically known as magnetometers, 
do not make physical contact with the ground, nor do they 
introduce an electrical or magnetic wave into the ground.  
Consequently, they are also considered passive survey 







Geoscan® RM15 Soil Resistivity Instrument 
The Geoscan RM15 Soil Resistivity Instrument (RM15) 
collects readings of electrical resistance as a set of metal 
probes is inserted into the ground at regular intervals. In 
the simplest configuration of this instrument, two probes 
separated by a known distance (e.g., one meter), one probe 
sends a small electrical current of known voltage into the 
ground. The current travels through the ground and is read 
by the other probe.  If the current encounters no resistance 
at all in its journey, it should have the same voltage when 
it reaches the other probe.  In practice, "everything" the 
current encounters affects its voltage, and the receiving 
probes detect and record the difference in the voltage of 
the arriving current.  The depth from which voltage 
differences are recorded is approximately equal to the 





The GSSI SIR3000 is one of many ground-penetrating 
radar (GPR) units used to investigate the composition of 
the subsurface of the earth.  GPR works on the principle of 
seismic reflection in that high-frequency electromagnetic 
signals (radar waves) are introduced into the ground and 
read when they "bounce" back from some material or 
object.  Items that will reflect radar waves include buried 
walls, floors, rubble, and midden materials (Conyers 2004; 
Kvamme and Ahler 2007).   
Figure 5. Geophysical instruments used at Kituhwa. 
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is repeated until the entire grid has been surveyed.  At this time the operator has the 
choice of surveying another grid or downloading the collected data for field processing. 
The download process requires approximately 30 minutes to complete and usually occurs 
at mid-day and at the end of the day.  Data must be downloaded after a maximum of 
16,000 readings have been taken,  Using 0.5 meter traverse intervals and recording 4 
readings per meter (3,200 readings per grid), data from five grids can be collected before 
the machine’s capacity of 16,000 stored readings is reached. The unit of measure for the 
FM36 is the nanoTesla (nT), a measure of the earth’s magnetic field. 
 The FM36 settings shown in Table 2 were used in all areas.  Additionally, a single 
grid in Area 1 was surveyed using a sample interval of 8 readings per meter.  This was 
the only case when a different setting was used. Even though the additional time required 
to collect data at this setting was not great, the slower pace was more difficult to 
maintain.  Because the extra difficulty in data collection was not offset by a noticeable 
increase in the quality of the results, no other grids were collected at this close interval.   
The FM36 must be "balanced" or "initialized" before each use and thereafter at 4-
5 hour intervals to account for changes in the earth’s magnetic field. As a general rule, 
the FM36 was balanced at 8:00 am and approximately 1:00 pm each day it was used.  
Because balancing the FM36 and accurate data collection require a significant amount of 
practice, all data were collected by the author and the most experienced team member. 
Data Collection:  Geoscan® RM15 Soil Resistivity Instrument (RM15) 
Data collection with the RM15 is the most time consuming of the three collection 
methods.  The instrument must physically make and then break contact with the ground 
at regular intervals as the operator avoids entanglement in a trailing cord or worse, 
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Table 2. FM36 Instrument settings and coverage information. 
Parameter Setting Number of 20x20 m grids surveyed 
Samples per meter: 4 Proposed 42    
Traverse Length: 20 meters Actual    41     
       Resolution: 0.1nT 
Reading Average: Off Area surveyed:  16,400  m2 (1.64 hectares; 4.05 acres) 
Log Zero: Off Area 1 2,400  
Log Interval: 0.25 Area 2 4,800  
Grid Size: 20 meters Area 3 3,200  
Averaging Period: 32 Area 4 6,000  
Baud Rate: 2400 Number of readings:  132,200  (3,200 readings per grid) 
Trigger Type: Encoder Area 1 19,200  
Check Offset: Off Area 2 38,400  
1st traverse: North 
from SW 
corner 
Area 3 25,600  
 Area 4 48,000  
 
slicing through the cord.  RM15 data collection uses the same guide ropes that are used 
when collecting data with the FM36. All team members collected data with the RM15. 
The download process requires approximately 5 minutes and so does not significantly 
impact the time required to collect and download data.  Although the instrument’s 
internal storage capacity is well beyond the number of readings collected in a day, data 
were downloaded at mid-day as a precaution against instrument or laptop malfunction.  
RM15 measurements are taken in ohms. The settings for data collected in all survey areas 
are shown in Table 3. 
Data Collection:  GSSI SIR3000 Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR) 
While data collection with the GPR unit is easier and faster to perform than with 
either the RM15 soil resistivity instrument or the FM36 fluxgate gradiometer, initializing 
the unit is the most time-consuming of all three instruments.  It is a trial-and-error method 
that requires the operator to move the unit over the entire survey area, adjusting settings 
to ensure that signals of all magnitudes are recorded.  Time required for a 50 x 50 meter 
area can exceed an hour. 
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Table 3. RM15 Instrument settings and coverage information. 
Parameter Setting Number of 20x20 m grids surveyed 
Menu 1 - Grid Size: 20 meters Proposed 42 
Sample Interval: 0.5 meter Actual 44 
Traverse Interval: 1 meter   
Traverse Mode: Zig-zag Area surveyed:  17,600  m2  
  (1.76 hectares; 4.35 acres) 
Menu 2 - Gain: 1 Area 1 2,400  
Current: 0.1mA Area 2 4,800  
Frequency: 137 Area 3 2,800  
Menu 3 - Output Voltage: 40v Area 4 7,600  
Auto Log Speed: Fast Number of readings:  35,200  (800 per grid) 
High Pass Filter: 13 Hz Area 1 4,800  
Mains Frequency: 60 Hz Area 2 9,600  
Re-set RM 15? NO Area 3 5,600  
Menu 4 – Hardware 
Value: 
PA1 Area 4 15,200  
Menu 5 – Baud Rate: 9600 1st traverse: North from 
SW corner 
 
Menu 6 – Program Setting: 1   




Table 4. GPR Instrument settings and coverage information 
Parameter Setting Number of 20x20 m grids surveyed 
RADAR – Antenna: 400 MHz  Proposed Actual Difference 
T-rate: 100 Area 1 (a)  6  6.25  +0.25 
Mode: Distance Area 2  12  12.00  0.00 
GPR: None Area 3  8   9.00  +1.00 
SCAN – Samples: 512 Area 4 (b)  16   5.37  -10.63 
Format: 16  Difference  -9.38 
Range: Various  
Dielectric: 8.0 (a) Area 1 was surveyed in a 50 x 50 m block,  
Rate: 100 oriented to magnetic, rather than grid north. 
Scan/Unit: 50  
GAIN – number: 5  
Man/Auto: Man (b) Much of the  GPR data obtained for Area 4 were 
Area 1: -16, 6, 30, 36, 50 obtained during the time in which different components 
Area 2: -19, 6, 8, 25, 46 of the unit malfunctioned or collected readings that 
Area 3: -14. -9, 27, 31, 39 were later deemed questionable.  The actual coverage 





magnetic north rather than grid north and is an 
eastward extension of Area 1. 
Offset: Various  
Surface %: Various 1st traverse: East from NW corner (Area 1) 




HP-IRR: 100   
LP-FIR: 0   
HP-FIR: 0   
Stacking: 0  
BG-Removal: 0  
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After the instrument has been initialized, the operator pushes the survey cart back 
and forth over the area in the same manner as is done with the FM36 and RM15.  An 
experienced operator does not need guide ropes to do this; consequently, an area can be 
surveyed by a single person and all team members collected GPR data. The settings for 
data collected in all survey areas are shown in Table 4. 
LABORATORY METHODS 
Just as artifacts recovered by excavation or surface collection methods are cleaned 
and sorted in a laboratory, data collected by geophysical methods must be processed 
using special-purpose software.  Software options allow the analyst to focus his/her 
attention on individual anomalies, which are one or more readings "different" from the 
others in the survey area.  Anomalies differ in size, shape, orientation, and intensity just 
as ceramics or lithic artifacts differ in size, shape, weight, and other attributes.  Not every 
anomaly is analyzed to the same degree; comparably not every sherd is weighed or 
photographed.  Appendix A depicts the flow of data from collection to interpretation. 
Data Analysis:  FM36 and RM15 
Data are downloaded in the field using a Windows-XP® laptop computer and the 
Geoplot® software package. After the download, data (*.dat files) are immediately 
copied onto a second medium, usually a flash drive, for backup.   Data are then "cleaned 
up" in a process analogous to the literal cleaning process that artifacts undergo in the lab.  
First, data are realigned to account for factors such as vegetation, terrain, and experience 
that influence the regularity of the operator’s pace.  Next, outlying values are removed 
from the data and remaining readings normalized to a mean of zero.  Finally, a low pass 
filter is used to emphasize low intensity areas in the FM36 data and a high pass filter is 
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used to emphasize high intensity values in the RM15 data.   Results are viewed on the 
laptop screen as they become available; intermediate results can be saved at any time.  
The results can be displayed in a number of color combinations, but displays consisting 
of simple shades of gray or just a few bright colors are sufficient to highlight anomalies 
of interest.   
Data Analysis:  GPR 
 Data are downloaded in the field onto a flash drive and then copied onto a 
Windows-XP® laptop computer for processing with the RADAN® software package.  If 
data have been collected on a relatively flat surface, there is no need to adjust for changes 
in elevation over the survey area.  In the case of Area 1 (the Kituhwa Mound), each 
profile must be adjusted for elevation change using total station information.  No other 
profiles were adjusted for elevation change. After profiles have been adjusted for 
elevation change, processing follows a standard sequence: 
1. locating the top of the surface in the data; 
2. removing background noise; 
3. removing signals caused by individual rocks; and 
4. enhancing high intensity signals. 
As with Geoplot, RADAN® allows data to be viewed in different color 
combinations, but simpler color schemes are adequate to highlight the anomalies of 
interest. Experience has shown that with so many settings available in the RADAN® 
software, it is possible to see anomalies with one set of display parameters that are not 
visible in others. Consequently, '"real" anomalies are those which appear under at least 
two different sets of parameters. 
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Graphical Display of Results 
Results from different instruments or from different survey times may be 
compared through side-by-side display or by combining selected portions of each into a 
single image for easier interpretation.  Examples of the former include the side-by-side 
display of FM36 results from 2001 and 2006, or a display of FM36 and RM15 results 
from 2006.  The later technique, combining results from data sources into a single image, 
is termed "overlay analysis" (Goodman et al. 2007).  Goodman et al. describe two 
primary methods of overlay analysis.  The first method assigns colors to specific physical 
properties of an archaeological feature in each data set and then "adds" them together to 
produce the final image.  For example, a blue resistivity image added to a yellow 
gradiometer image at the same location will appear green in the final image. In the 
second method of overlay analysis, only the strongest signals from each data source are 
selected and displayed on the final image (Goodman et al. 2007:383).   
One of the more complex displays of graphical results was Kvamme’s (2006) 
analysis of Army City, Kansas, a World War I era commercial venue.  To reveal the 
structure of this small town, Kvamme integrated data from six geophysical sources, 
including aerial thermography (heat detection from above), using "regression weights, 
factor loadings, and the like, that reveal interrelationships and underlying dimensionality" 
(2006:57).  
Most graphic displays of results in this thesis are simple, side-by-side displays of 
results from two different instruments or, in the case of gradiometer results, from two 
different surveys.  A few overlays are used, but in no instance has any mathematical or 
statistical analyses such as that of Kvamme’s at Army City been performed on the base 
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data. The only significant manipulation of any image has been to set it, when it appears 
with another in the same figure, to an arbitrary standard scale of five pixels per meter.  
THE COMPARATIVE COLLECTION 
Under traditional laboratory conditions, analysts have a set of reference materials 
such as comparative artifact collections, texts and handbooks, previous reports, and peer-
reviewed articles to assist them as they work to identify the various artifacts and features 
revealed by survey and excavation. Such material exists for geophysical analysis, 
although not to the same extent. Reports from other geophysical studies combined with 
results from excavation and surface collections often provide comparative information. 
This project's comparative collection is derived from the results of previous work at 
Overhill Cherokee sites and sites in southwestern North Carolina at the Coweeta Creek, 
Garden Creek, Kituhwa, Ravensford, Tuckasegee, and Warren Wilson archaeological 




STRUCTURES OF SOUTHWESTERN NORTH CAROLINA 
 
Thousands of structures have been excavated in the eastern United States and 
many of them had been burned. This chapter summarizes the results of several excavation 
projects as a prelude to delineating a set of expectations for a multi-instrument 
geophysical survey of selected locations within the Kituhwa Archaeological District 
(31Sw1 and 31Sw2).    It begins with a general description of late Mississippian houses 
(Table 5) and follows with a description of individual instances of burning in order to 
provide examples of the variation in the degree of preservation that has been discovered.  
Becoming more specific, this chapter proceeds to an overview of the layout of Cherokee 
villages and on to summaries of studies from sites in southwestern North Carolina.  
Rodning's (2004) interpretation of the Coweeta Creek site (31Ma34) is emphasized 
because the townhouse buried beneath the Kituhwa mound is believed to strongly 
resemble the six-stage townhouse revealed at Coweeta Creek (Riggs and Shumate 
2003:67-68).  Finally, the information is analyzed vis-à-vis its implications for the 
likelihood of successful implementation of geophysical methods to locate buried features 
at Kituhwa. 
INTRODUCTION 
 Much is known about the size, internal layout, construction materials, method of 
construction, and manner of destruction of aboriginal structures in the Eastern United 
States (Knight 2007). The primary domestic structure of the Late Mississippian period in 
the southern Appalachians was a "sturdy" building that was square with rounded corners.  
There was a secondary structure also present, adjacent to the first, which was roofed, 
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Table 5. Archaeological periods in southwestern North Carolina and eastern Tennessee. 
Date 
Southwestern North Carolina 
(Rodning 2004) 
Eastern Tennessee 
(Duncan and Riggs 2003; 
Schroedl 1989, 1998) 
 
Late Qualla 





A.D. 1600 Middle Qualla 
A.D. 1500 – 1650  
Late Mississippian / 
Dallas 
A.D. 1300 -  1600 
Late Mississippian / 
Mouse Creek 



















open-sided, and rectangular in shape.  Earlier interpretations of its use had it being a summer 
residence, but reanalysis of artifacts and other evidence indicates that these buildings were also 
used, perhaps exclusively, as elevated granaries or corncribs (Gougeon 2007). 
Residents entered a winter house though a low tunnel-like passage, or entrance trench.  
These houses were built in a basin which was slightly larger than the house itself. This basin was 
from 30 to 60 cm deep and served as the floor of the house, becoming compacted with use. When 
the floor became worn, it was covered with a thin layer of sand or soil to create a new floor. A 
hearth was placed in the center of the structure on a clay basin that was hardened by the fire that 
burned on it over the years. The portion of the roof above the hearth was covered with daub to 
lessen the likelihood of roof fires from flying sparks (Gougeon 2007). 
Four roof posts were sunk in a square around the hearth.  They supported the roof 
and determined its shape and slope. The area bounded by these posts covered as much as 
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40% of total living space inside the house (Polhemus 1987:1221). The exterior walls of 
the winter house were made of single-set posts regularly, not haphazardly spaced.  At the 
Little Egypt site (9Mu102), there were a standard number of posts used, regardless of the 
size of the structure (Gougeon 2007).  
Although the shape of winter houses changed from square with rounded corners 
to circular over the next two hundred years, the four central support posts and the central 
hearth were still a component of these structures at the beginning of the 18th century.  As 
before, rectangular summer houses remained adjacent to the winter houses (Schroedl 
2000). Where burials beneath winter houses had been common earlier (Gougeon 2007), 
Cherokee burials in later times were placed in pits in and around the summer houses 
(Schroedl 2000).   
Burned Structures 
Records from Works Progress Administration document "careful excavation of 
well-preserved charred superstructures, and full-scale experimental models upon which to 
base their interpretations" (Sullivan 2007:117).  One experiment in particular is unique 
because it consisted of reconstructing a structure using the actual postholes of the original 
building.  This structure, Feature 9 at the Thompson Village site (40Hy5), was one of 
several burned structures excavated there in 1939. Within its approximately 16 x 16 ft 
(4.96 x 4.87 m) perimeter were preserved a section of burned floor, wattle work, and a 
square hearth. The hearth, not exactly in the center of the structure, had a modeled clay 
rim and a flat bottom.  After experimenting to find the optimum length of flexible poles 
that would fit into the 3-inch original postholes, researchers selected 18 ft long green (not 
dry) ash poles which could be found nearby.  This resulted in a structure that was 
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approximately 12 feet high.  Poles up to 30 feet long could also fit into the postholes but 
when tied together at the top to form the roof, they formed a structure approximately 22 ft 
high.  (Sullivan 2007: 121-133).  The smaller house would have retained heat much more 
efficiently. Finally, shorter poles would have been easier to find and transport (Blanton 
and Gresham 2007). 
In 1946, Lewis and Kneberg reported a well-preserved burned structure, House 
68, at the Hixon site (40Ha3) in Tennessee. It was found at the base of the mound 
beneath a mound stage radiocarbon dated to A. D. 1235. Despite resembling the domestic 
structures of the time, this 7.9 x 5.5 m structure was probably a public building, not a 
residence.  The house was made of wall posts averaging 12.2 cm in diameter. Although 
some posts were found inside the wall, there was no evidence of roof support beams.  On 
the floor of House 68 was a section of smaller (6 cm diameter) charred poles, interwoven 
to create a portion of either the roof's superstructure or a wall, and close to the northeast 
corner of the structure lay a group of charred poles, some up to 25 feet in length with 
diameters ranging from 6 (15.2 cm) to 9.6 (24.4 cm) inches (Sullivan 2007:118-120). 
Lewis and Kneberg also reported "an abundance of charred superstructure remains … 
upon the floors of community buildings in several other sites …" (1946:51), and so it can 
be concluded that in situ preservation of charred remains is not an unlikely or rare 
occurrence. 
In 2007, Blanton and Gresham reported the results of a project designed to test the 
plausibility of architectural features inferred from the archaeological remains of burned 
small pole structures excavated in East Tennessee.  Using Lewis and Kneberg's 1946 
descriptions for a blueprint, Blanton reconstructed a small structure and observed it for a 
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year. Then the structure was deliberately burned, buried and left undisturbed for 10 years, 
at which time Gresham directed its excavation.  Excavation results were used to identify 
the basin-shaped hearth set in the center of the floor, the type of wood (hickory and white 
oak) used in construction, the wattle and daub applied to the walls, the wall trench 
construction method used for the walls, and the horizontal wall braces that were set into 
the wall trenches.  On the other hand, no trace of the structure's bark slab roofing material 
was found.  Because there was no visible contrast between the fill of the wall trenches 
and the floor of the house, wall trenches were not noted until the preserved ends of wall 
poles were uncovered. 
McConaughy (2007) reports the results of a study of 39 burned Mississippian 
houses from 16 sites in Illinois.  Most of the houses were square or rectangular with open 
corners, and 35 of the 39 were presumed to have had hipped or gabled roofs. The degree 
of preservation varied among the structures: in some cases, portions of the roof 
superstructure remained; in other cases, there were sections of wall remaining; and in a 
few cases, only portions of individual logs were found.  In most houses, however, 
relatively straight charred wall posts had fallen inward into approximately parallel rows.  
Probably as a result of differential burning, some posts twisted and fell into a clump 
inside the house. These were interpreted to be remains of a hipped roof.  Most of the 
burned houses had oxidized earth covering the charred remains because the fires had 
been intentionally extinguished.  If the fires had not been put out quickly and the remains 
covered, there would have been much less evidence surviving for future discovery.   
Brennan’s (2007) analyses of burned houses at the Kincaid site showed that thatch 
on a rigid roof collapses to the floor as it burns, often to be covered by the fallen walls.  
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Dry flexed wall poles will collapse inward and remain curved. Green flexed poles will 
spring outward as they burn; thatch will slide down the exterior of the wall or be scattered 
about the exterior of the structure. 
A complex of five burned structures was discovered by gradiometry and then 
confirmed through coring and partial excavation at the Berry site (31Bk22) near 
Morganton, North Carolina.  Approximately 120 miles (164 km) from Kituhwa, these 
houses were burned in 1568, by native people no longer willing to tolerate the behavior 
of Spanish troops posted there (Beck et al. 2006). The outline of the structures was 
visible in the gradiometer image but their internal structure was not (Schroedl and Moore 
2002).  Coring revealed evidence of burning, and excavation revealed charred timbers, 
some logs still retaining their bark, charred matting from walls, roof, and floor, and even 
a white oak bench which had been located next to a wall (Beck et al. 2006). 
There are at least three conclusions that can be drawn about burned structures: 
first, the degree of preservation varies greatly among burned structures; second, some 
materials will not survive a fire; and third, not all construction features will be easily 
identified afterwards.  These conclusions point out some of the limitations inherent in the 
use of geophysical instruments to locate burned structures while at the same time, 
providing the basis for an expectation of success with multiple instrument surveys.   
Cherokee Villages 
In addition to descriptions of individual structures, archaeologists have been able 
to provide information about the layouts of Cherokee towns and villages. At the end of 
the 17th century, the Cherokee were living in towns (settlements with public structures), 
smaller settlements and individual farmsteads in present-day Georgia, North Carolina, 
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South Carolina and Tennessee.  North Carolina was the location for three of five distinct 
groups of these politically independent towns, with Valley towns located along the 
Hiwassee, Valley and Cheoah rivers in the southwest portion of the state, Middle towns 
along the Little Tennessee river in the west, and Out towns along the Oconoluftee and 
Tuckasegee rivers in and near present day Cherokee, North Carolina (Rodning 2004; 
Schroedl 2000). Overhill towns were located in east Tennessee and Lower Towns in 
Georgia and South Carolina (Schroedl 1998). 
Structures in towns usually consisted of a summer-winter townhouse complex, a 
plaza, and a number of paired domestic structures mirroring the configuration of the 
paired townhouse structures.  The townhouse was 14 to 18 meters across and rectangular 
or octagonal, while the adjoining summer townhouse pavilion was a 4 by 16 meter 
structure.  A plaza next to the townhouse was approximately one hectare in area.  The 
town's domestic structures consisted of paired summer-winter houses spaced 25 to 100 
meters apart.  Round winter houses were approximately 7 to 8 meters in diameter, and 
rectangular summer houses [or multi-purpose structures] were approximately 4 by 10 
meters in size.  Towns covering areas up to 80 hectares were populated by up to 600 
people (Schroedl 2000).   
There were as many as five thousand Overhill (A.D. 1600-1838) Cherokee living 
in homesteads, hamlets, and villages on fertile river bottomlands, yet within a half-day’s 
walk of resource rich Unaka and Chilhowee mountains. The villages consisted of a 
council house or townhouse, a summer pavilion, and 20 to 75 households built around a 
public plaza (Duncan and Riggs 2003, Schroedl 1998). The Tellico Reservoir project in 
east Tennessee excavated six 18th century Cherokee Overhill villages along the lower 
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Little Tennessee and lower Hiwassee river valleys. Pit features and domestic structures 
were found at all sites. Public structures were found at five of the six villages; burials 
were also found at five of six villages. The overall ratio of burials to domestic structures 
was 2.8:1 and ranged from a low of 1.6:1 at Toqua (40Mr6) to a high of 5.5:1 at Citico 
(40Mr7). Overhill domestic structures then provide strong evidence that human burials 
are nearby.  In addition to domestic and public structures, the ethnographic record 
includes a record of menstrual huts, sweat lodges, storage facilities, and animal pens and 
coops (Schroedl 1989). 
The primary source of archaeological evidence of the plan for Dallas villages 
(A.D. 1300-1600) is the excavated village of Toqua which now lies beneath Tellico Lake. 
According to Schroedl (1998:74-77) 
Three critical elements in the settlement plan were established early in the 
site history, and they remained conceptually important to the site’s 
inhabitants throughout its occupation. These elements were the primary 
platform mound, Mound A; Mound B to the south-southeast; and a 
probable charnel house to the north-northeast. An equilateral triangle 
approximately 70 meters on a side is formed by these three features and a 
line from Mound A bisecting the triangle is oriented approximately 121 
degrees east of north. Throughout the occupation of the site, there is a 
strong tendency for both domestic dwellings, as well as human interments 
to have this same orientation, which approximates the alignment of the 
winter solstice. Much of the interior of the plaza is occupied by the village 
plaza, which at one time was enlarged by removing structures along its 
north periphery and paving the surface with small river pebbles…. 
Presumably a variety of public structures existed at many Dallas sites in 
the vicinity of the village plaza….Multiple palisade segments representing 
at least three major construction episodes were identified at Toqua.  
While southwestern North Carolina villages, separated in time and space, cannot 
be expected to conform to Dallas or Overhill village layouts eastern Tennessee, it is 
likely that two of Schroedl’s generalizations about their organization (2003:91) will 
apply.  First, the village plan became fixed at an early date and did not change 
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substantially over time and second, the number and spatial arrangement of buildings 
conformed to an "equivocal" pattern of social, economic, and ritual behavior.  
ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOUTHWESTERN NORTH CAROLINA 
Interest in mounds and unusual artifacts brought collectors and early 
archaeologists to southwestern North Carolina in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Among 
them were representatives of the Smithsonian Institution and the Valentine Museum, a 
family-owned business in Richmond, Virginia (Schroedl 2000). The Valentines’ efforts 
included sinking a "well" into the Kituhwa Mound in search of collectibles for display 
(Riggs and Shumate 2003). 
Modern archaeological research began in the 1930s and peaked in the 1960s and 
early 1970s with The Cherokee Project conducted by the Research Laboratories of 
Anthropology (RLA, now Research Laboratories of Archaeology) of the University of 
North Carolina.  The goal of the RLA project was to determine the origins and 
development of Cherokee culture. When study began in 1958, only 165 sites had been 
recorded in the ten western North Carolina counties which had been home to the 
Cherokee. By 1963, the number of named sites for the area had increased to 298 but most 
of them were in Buncombe (Asheville and surroundings) and Macon counties. 
Consequently, the RLA began work in the other counties: Cherokee, Clay, Graham, 
Haywood, Jackson, Macon, Swain, and Transylvania (Keel et al. 2002).  Five of the six 
sites discussed below (Figure 6) were studied by the RLA as part of their Cherokee project. 
The RLA intended to excavate Kituhwa and another mound site, Cowee, but the discovery 
of a multi-stage townhouse at Coweeta Creek diverted a significant portion of their 
attention and more importantly, their resources from these two sites (Keel et al. 2002). 
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Figure 6. Archaeological sites discussed in this section. 
Much of the archaeology in southwestern North Carolina today is conducted under 
contract with the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (EBCI).  Kituhwa, their sacred Mother 
Town, was surveyed in 1997, soon after the EBCI purchased the land. Work at 
Ravensford, an area formerly part of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, began in 
2001 and is now the "single largest research project ever conducted in Cherokee 
archaeology in North Carolina" (Keel 2007:25). 
Garden Creek (31Hw1, 31Hw2, 31Hw3, 31Hw7, 31Hw8), Haywood County 
The RLA excavated Garden Creek Mound 1 (31Hw1) and Garden Creek Mound 
2 (31Hw2) (Keel et al. 2002). Garden Creek Mound 3 (31Hw3) was excavated in 1915 
by the George Heye project.  Two villages were found to be associated with two of the 
mounds – 31Hw7 with 31Hw1 and 31Hw8 with 31Hw2. Village 31Hw7 was located 
close to due east of the mound,  while village 31Hw8  was located somewhat south of 
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east of its associated mound 31Hw2.  The distance between each mound and its 
associated village was approximately the same (Keel 1976).   
The Garden Creek effort began with surface collections of Pisgah cultural debris 
in two mound areas.  The midden in the vicinity of Mound 1 covered approximately 6 
acres (2.5 ha) and was located on a low terrace of the Pigeon River.  The other, in the 
vicinity of Mound 2, was located approximately 160 meters southwest of the first, on a 
higher terrace.   Mound 3 had been located approximately 200 meters south of the first 
two.  Excavations revealed house patterns similar to those found at the Warren Wilson 
site (Dickens 1978). Several rectangular ceremonial structures were also found on Mound 
1.  This mound had been visited by the Valentines and was referred to in Heye's report 
(1919, and cited by Keel 1976:65) as the "mound on Plott's land."  Heye wrote that the 
mound was approximately 18 feet high and 80 feet in diameter.  Crops prevented Heye 
from digging this mound.    
The RLA found three houses in the village associated with Mound 1.  Two of the 
houses had been damaged by plowing and only one was excavated. This house was 18 x 
20 feet (5.5 x 6.0 m) in size with a raised clay fire basin at its center.  There were three 
burials and several refuse pits associated with the house, along with charred cane matting, 
Pisgah pottery, and food refuse.  The radiocarbon date obtained from wood charcoal in a 
Pisgah pit was A.D. 1435 ± 85, and dates obtained from wood charcoal in a Qualla 
context were A.D. 1730 ±100 and A.D. 1745 ± 100 (Keel 1976). 
The RLA concluded that all mound construction at Mound 1 occurred during 
Pisgah times.  It began at the site with two contemporaneous semi-subterranean earthen 
lodges in the village and followed the following sequence (Dickens 1970:197-217): 
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1. posts, possibly roofed, were set up around the lodges in a multi-corridored 
pattern; 
2. after this structure had been abandoned, the area covered by the posts was covered 
by a layer of cobbles and small pebbles; 
3. soil from the village middens was placed around the earth lodges' walls up to but 
not covering their roofs; 
4. yellow clay was spread over the soil, covering the top of the mound; 
5. building construction began;  
6. at some point during construction, the roofs of the earth lodges caved in; 
7. the builders filled in the holes with more midden soil and covered their repairs 
with yellow clay; 
8. the midden soil settled and again the builders repaired the area, again covering it 
with yellow clay; 
9. two other buildings were erected on the western portion of the mound; others 
were probably built over the years; and finally, 
10. a log fence was built on the perimeter of the mound. 
 Mound 2 was a small flat-topped mound, measuring approximately 40 x 60 feet 
(12 x 18 m) on the sides and standing 3.5 feet (1m) high in 1965.  It had been partially 
destroyed in the 1880s by the Valentine project. However, this project did record the 
presence of three burials found encased in baked clay.  Excavations at Mound 2 revealed 
a different construction technique.  Some of the clay at the bottom of the mound had 
turned red, likely the result of fire on the roof of a structure which was a minimum size of 
16 x 20 feet (4.8 x 6.0 m).  Connestee (pre-Pisgah) sherds were found under the ash from 
this fire. Originating beneath the burned floor on a premound layer were 29 postholes. 
Many of the postholes (2/3) were filled with white sand, while the others were filled with 
dark midden soil.  The postholes were so regularly spaced that their locations could be 
predicted as excavation proceeded. Some postholes contained Connestee ceramics.  
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Garden Creek Mound 2 is one of the earliest substructure mounds found in the Southeast 
(Keel 1976). 
After the structure on Mound 2 burned, baskets of clayey loam were placed on the 
exterior of the mound, creating a secondary mound.  There was an arc of seven postholes 
found on the west side. Many other postholes were also found on this mound but no clear 
pattern could be determined.  It is likely that those postholes represented several different 
structures (Keel 1976). 
According to Heye's notes, at the edge of the mound in a trench approximately 45 
feet from the center, he found a layer of small river pebbles above heavy slabs of stone 
approximately 12 inches thick. There was dark loam above the rocks and pebbles, 
possibly carried from flat land near the river. Below the pebbles and rocks was a layer of 
earth.  The earth layer was approximately a foot thick and contained a number of 
potsherds. Undisturbed soil lay beneath the earth layer.   In other trenches, Heye saw that 
the "stones dipped near the center of the mound and then rose again" (1919:38, and cited 
by Keel 1976:70). Keel concluded that the layer of stone was a ceremonial deposit and 
that the mound had been built on a Connestee midden.  
Ravensford (31Sw78, 31Sw136), Swain County 
The Ravensford project was performed under contract with the Eastern Band of 
Cherokee Indians, in Cherokee, NC.   Almost 4,400 shovel test pits were dug; more than 
30 acres mechanically stripped; and more than 100 structures revealed and further 
investigated.  Ten new archaeological sites of a total of 14 identified were deemed 
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.  Two of these 
archaeological sites, 31Sw78 and 31Sw136, were excavated (Keel 2007). 
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Except for a few pit features and two or three possible house patterns, there was 
no evidence of Middle Qualla occupation of this area.  Evidence of both Early and Late 
Qualla occupation was abundant (Keel 2007). 
Nine of ten radiocarbon dates obtained from pit features, wall posts, and hearths 
place the Early Qualla occupation at Ravensford in the mid-15th century.  There were two 
groups of structures found. The first group consisted of six structures found within a 40 x 
40 meter area along Ravensford Creek.  These structures were square with rounded 
corners and approximately 4.5 to 5.0 meters across. Occupants entered through a wall 
trench entryway midway along one side.  The second group of structures is 80 meters 
southeast of the first group.  This group of 9 to 11 structures is located in a 60 x 60 meter 
area.  There may have been a large public building among the structures found here. 
Another four structures were found to the southwest.  Still other structures, not associated 
with the first two groups, were constructed of smaller, close-set poles.  These structures 
came in many shapes – circular, square, rectangular, and a few with straight walls and 
curved ends. Some of the larger ones were 9 meters square and some circular ones were 
more than 7 meters in diameter. A single AMS date of A.D. 1370 suggests that some of 
the structures may predate or at least be contemporaneous with Early Qualla structures 
(Keel 2007). 
There are at least 17 Late Qualla (after A.D. 1700) structures present at 
Ravensford, 16 of which are paired summer/winter houses similar to those described by 
Schroedl (2000). These structure pairs are found in four different areas which were 
probably contemporaneous for part of their existence.  One area has a single pair; two 
areas have two pairs; and one area has three pairs. The rectangular summer houses are 
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located north or east of the winter house and measure 6 to 7.5 meters long and exhibit 
wall trench construction. The winter houses are circular or octagonal and accessed 
through a wall trench entryway from the south or west end of the summer house.  The last 
house constructed in each group was built in a basin.  Where houses had been rebuilt, the 
final version of the house is slightly larger than previous ones (Keel 2007). 
Tuckasegee (31Jk12), Jackson County 
The RLA worked at the Tuckasegee site in 1964, where they excavated a burned 
18th century house. They recorded the stratigraphy of the Tuckasegee River floodplain 
from an 18-foot cut bank, recording 14 different strata. Not all strata had been preserved 
throughout the site; downslope from the main excavation area strata 2 through 5 were not 
present in the column, presumably eroded away (Keel 1976). 
The excavated structure was found at the base of the third stratum, which was pre-
1940 plowed soil. Its outline was delineated by "a circular area of dark brown soil mixed 
with charcoal, daub, and burned roof timbers, pieces of pottery and slabs of charred bark" 
(Keel 1976:28). Timbers from the roof lay radiating like spokes of a wheel from a center 
that contained roof daub.  The structure was approximately 23 feet (7 m) in diameter. No 
evidence of the entrance was found.  Its outer wall consisted of at least 15 support posts 
spaced an average of 4 (1.2 m) feet apart. Inside there were four pairs of interior roof 
supports, set approximately 5 feet (1.5 m) from the center of the house. Four beams 
across the support posts carried at least 29 rafters. The center of the roof was open to 
allow smoke from the hearth to escape and the underside of the roof was covered with 
clay which acted as a fire retardant for the flammable, probably bark, roofing material. 
The central fire basin measured 3.6 x 3.5 feet (1.1 x 1.1 m) in diameter. Its rim was 
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smooth, approximately 0.5 foot (0.15 m) wide and 0.75 foot (0.23 m) high and outlined 
with charred portions of cane.  The area which held the fire was 0.25 foot (0.08 m) deep 
and 2.5 (0.75 m) feet in diameter (Keel 1976).  This building may have served ceremonial 
purposes since this large, carefully constructed hearth was similar to other hearths found 
at Cherokee ceremonial structures. Although it is the same size as other domestic 
structures of the time, its circular floor plan is similar to townhouses described by Adair, 
Timberlake, and Bartram, and very little domestic debris was found inside (Coe and Keel 
1965, and cited by Keel 1976:33). 
Warren Wilson (31Bn29), Buncombe County 
Warren Wilson is an exclusively Pisgah site where up to eleven different house 
patterns were found. Four of the houses were completely exposed; the remaining seven 
were partially exposed.  Four houses, A, C, D, and F, will be described here. Only House 
A had a small section of floor remaining. House C had a section of its clay hearth intact.  
There were no pits or burials in the floor area of House D, while House F contained a 
burial (Dickens 1970). 
House A was rebuilt once. It was rectangular, measuring 20 feet (6 m) northeast 
to southwest and 24 feet (7.3 m) northwest to southeast.  Parallel wall trenches, 3 feet 
(0.9 m) long, extend from the west corner of the southwest wall. Burnt clay was found in 
the center of the floor (Dickens 1970).  
House C was a single stage house and so its post mold pattern was very clear. 
This south-facing house was square, 22 feet (6.7 m) on a side, with rounded corners. The 
central hearth was in the exact center of the house and a portion of the basin-shaped clay 
hearth was still intact with pieces of clay scattered about. An inner wall, five feet (1.5 m) 
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from the exterior wall, connected the roof support and enclosed a twelve foot (3.6 m) 
square area or approximately 30% of the total enclosed space (Dickens 1970). 
House D was rectangular with slightly bulging end walls.  The outer walls 
measured 18 feet (5.5 m) northeast to southwest and 25 feet (7.6 m) northwest to 
southeast.  The interior walls were 8 feet (2.4 m) from the northwest-southeast side and 6 
feet (1.8 m) from the northeast-southwest exterior walls.  There was no entrance trench 
found.  House D post molds intruded into three of 11 partial palisade lines found at 
Warren Wilson (Dickens 1970). 
House F was roughly square with rounded corners, measuring 23 feet (7 m) east 
to west and 20 feet (6 m) north to south, although it was slightly off a true north-south 
orientation. The south walls were overlaid on two palisade lines.  Inside House F was a 
burial pit which had pieces of clay at the top of the pit.  It is possible that an old hearth 
was removed to accommodate the burial which was then capped with a new hearth 
(Dickens 1970). 
Coweeta Creek (31Ma34), Macon County 
Prompted by the report of a "dark patch presumed to be a burned Cherokee cabin" 
(Keel et al. 2002), the Coweeta Creek study began with test excavations by the RLA in 
1965.  The initial plan called only for surface collecting but a single test pit contained 
more than 1,000 sherds. Excavation began and was completed five years later (Keel et al. 
2002), revealing the many  features (structures, hearths, pits, burials)  and artifacts 
expected to be found in association with a major village occupation in southwestern 
North Carolina. 
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Residential structures at Coweeta Creek had wall trench entrances and were 
square, approximately 6 to 7 meters on a side.  Their placement in the village surrounding 
the mound and townhouse is similar to that found in Late Mississippian villages of the 
15th and 16th century (Schroedl 2000).  Excavations at Coweeta Creek also revealed six 
stages of a townhouse stacked one on top of another on a low mound.  The townhouse 
stages were square with truncated corners, and entered through wall trench doorways on 
the southeast side. There was a rectangular structure adjacent to the townhouse, which 
had been rebuilt several times and measured approximately 6 x 14 meters.  European 
artifacts found in the upper stages of the townhouse are evidence of its use after 
abandonment of the surrounding village (Dickens 1978). 
Each townhouse stage was built on top of the burned and buried remains of the 
previous one.  There was no substructure under this mound; the mound accumulated as 
successive stages were built.  The most recent (topmost) stage was designated Floor 1. 
After the total number of stages was determined, the topmost stage was also designated 
Stage 6.  Stage 1/Floor 6 (the earliest stage) was built in a slight depression in the ground 
that sloped to the center of the structure. Square, with rounded corners, its doorway was 
in the middle of the southeast wall.  Stage 2/Floor 5 was square with rounded corners but 
slightly larger at 45 feet (13.6 m) on a side. After this stage burned, it was covered by a 
series of light and dark sand lenses, which together were more than a foot thick. This 
layer was the thickest layer in the mound.  Stage 3/Floor 4 and Stage 4/Floor 3 were 45 x 
45 feet (13.6 m) on a side and also square with rounded corners.  Locations of the roof 
supports and the hearth of Stage 3/Floor 4 were the same as in previous stages.  Roof 
supports for Stage 3/Floor 3 were in the same location as in previous stages but the hearth 
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of this stage was slightly north of the previous one, although still in the center of the 
structure. The entry way for the first four stages remained in the same location.  Stages 5 
and 6/Floors 1 and 2 were larger than the previous ones at 50 to 52 feet (15.2 to 15.6 m) 
on a side. They were also square with rounded corners but corners in Stage 6/Floor 1 
were more rounded than any of the others (Rodning 2002b). 
Rodning (2004) identified 14 residential structures at Coweeta Creek.  Half 
showed at least two construction stages.   Two of the houses had four stages; two had three 
stages; and three had two. Using stratigraphic contexts as well as artifact analysis, 
Rodning (2004:149) determined that five of the houses dated to the Early Qualla, eight to 
the Middle Qualla, and one to the Late Qualla period. Furthermore he concluded that all 
of the houses had been abandoned before the last two stages of the townhouse were 
constructed in the Late Qualla period (Table 6). The Middle Qualla houses are similar to 
the first four stages of the Coweeta Creek townhouse in shape and orientation, differing in 
size only.  These houses are square with rounded corners and measure approximately 20 
feet (6 m) on a side.  Wall trench entryways are in the southeastern portion of the structure. 
Rodning systematically identified domestic structures by "simply looking for 
patterns of postholes, hearths, entryways and preserved sections of floors" (2004:154).  
Having maps and descriptions of previously excavated houses such as those at Warren 
Wilson and Garden Creek made some structures "easy to spot."  This approach did not 
always identify edges of structures, nor could it be relied upon to identify all structures 
present at Coweeta Creek.  Knowing that southern Appalachian houses of the 
Mississippian period usually had four roof support posts centrally located about the 
hearth 7 to 9 feet apart and 5 to 7 feet from the house corners, he looked for patterns 
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of deeper postholes (more than 18 inches deep) that fit these criteria.  He also knew that 
these houses usually had a single entryway and so having located a hearth, looked for wall 
trenches that approximated the location of the hearth’s corresponding entryway.   
Many of the Coweeta Creek houses were burned.  Since the houses were made of 
materials that readily burn (wood, bark, daub, and thatch), burning a house would be an easy 
way to raze the structure before rebuilding it. Although he does not provide a detailed listing of 
all the house stages that showed evidence of burning, Rodning does mention that the floor of 
Structure 7 (2004: 170) held charred cane and timbers and other burnt debris. There is enough 
evidence of rebuilding at Coweeta Creek for Rodning to propose that rebuilding after a certain 
period of time was a standard practice and to provide the "speculative" suggestion that 
"rebuilding houses symbolized social renewal of households, as well as serving the more 
practical purpose of renewing the actual structures that housed them" (2004:190).    
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ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE KITUHWA ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISTRICT 
On June 6, 1973, after nomination justified by RLA research results, Kituhwa 
sites 31Sw1 and 31Sw2 were added to the National Register of Historic Places. Between 
1973 and 1996, when the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (EBCI) acquired the 
property, there were several other archaeological projects conducted nearby.  
Before 1996, more than 80 archaeological sites had been identified within a five-
mile radius of Kituhwa. Material evidence at each of these sites varied from a single 
projectile point to entire village complexes (Riggs et al. 1998: 4-4-4.11). One of 
Kituhwa's "nearest satellite aboriginal communities or villages" (Riggs et al. 1998:4.16) 
was found at Ela (31Sw5), 2.5 miles (4.0 km, Figure 2) to the northeast. Lithics, 
ceramics, burials, and outlines of structures indicate occupations from the Middle 
Woodland Connestee phase, Mississippian Pisgah phase, and Late Prehistoric Qualla 
phase.  Six rectangular structure outlines, some surrounding shallow hearths, are 
associated with Pisgah and Qualla phase houses.  Eighteen circular structure outlines 
range in size from 6 to 8.5 meters, with no evidence of a central hearth within any of 
 them (Riggs et al. 1998). 
Post mold patterns indicating a paired Early Qualla summer/winter house 
complex were found at 31Sw273, a site in the Davis Cemetery Tract approximately 9 
miles west of Kituhwa (Shumate and Kimball 1997).  The winter house included "a 
circular, central hearth with a fired clay rim and basin, fired clay floor surfaces, burned 
structural members and posts, and three shallow basin-shaped interior pit features" (Riggs 
et al. 1998:4.17). The winter house was 7.5 meters in diameter, and the rectangular 
summer house measured 10 x 4.5 meters (Riggs et al. 1998). 
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1997 Archaeological Survey (31Sw1, 31Sw2, 31Sw287, 31Sw313-321) 
Soon after they obtained legal control of Kituhwa in 1996, there was a significant 
amount of discussion among the Cherokee regarding the best use of this land.  
Consequently, the EBCI commissioned Blue Ridge Cultural Resources of Boone, North 
Carolina, to conduct a professional archaeological survey of the property (Riggs et al. 
1998) in order to provide information that would assist in determining the best use of the 
property (Dugan 1996).  The metric grid established for this project is still in use for all 
archaeological research performed at Kituhwa.  There are three permanent datums, each 
marked by one-quarter inch rebar hammered into the ground. Datum 1 is located on the 
west side of the entrance road to Kituhwa on US Highway 19, close to the railroad tracks 
at 1110.749N-1627.012E.  Datum 2 is at 1081.474N-1480.452E, approximately 150 
meters west of Datum 1 and also close to the railroad tracks. Datum 3 is at 1237.892N-
1406.405E, directly across the highway from the Kituhwa fields, next to the flagpole in 
front of the house (Figure 7, Ferguson house) located there.   
A standard Phase I project consisting of a total of 1,362 shovel test pits (STPs) 
was performed during August and December 1997 (Figure 7).  Of the total, 96 STPs were 
excavated at 15 or 30 meter intervals in the steep and wooded 80-acre portion of the tract 
north of the highway, US19.  The remaining 1,266 STPs were excavated at 25 meter 
intervals across the 230 acres of river bottomlands south of the highway.  The project 
area included two previously studied sites (31Sw1 and 31Sw287) and nine new 
archaeological sites (Table 7).  No STPs were placed on the Kituhwa Mound site, 31Sw2.  
Instead, the mound was "observed and its position noted, but was not further 
investigated" (Riggs et al. 1998: 6.1). 
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Riggs and Shumate 2003:6      
Figure 7. 1997 and 2001 archaeological surveys at Kituhwa. 
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31Sw313* ? Y N N Y 
31Sw314 ? N N N N 
31Sw315* N N N ? Y 
31Sw316* Y N N Y Y 
31Sw317 ? Y N Y N 
31Sw318* Y Y N Y N 
31Sw319 Y N N N N 
31Sw320* Y Y N Y Y 
31Sw321* Y Y N Y Y 
*potentially eligible sites Y = yes     N = no    ? = uncertain 
 
 
Historic buildings still stand on three of the sites identified in 1997: 31Sw313, 
31Sw316, 31Sw320. Evidence of Anglo and/or African American occupation was 
recovered at five sites: 31Sw313, 31Sw315, 31Sw316, 31Sw320, and 31Sw321 (Table 
7). There are six sites where between one and eight historic artifacts were recovered; 
components there consist of primarily Native American or Historic Cherokee activity or 
occupation areas.   
Of the nine newly discovered archaeological sites, six are considered potentially 
eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.  The additional 
investigation of site 31Sw1 reconfirmed and further justified its inclusion on the National 
Register. According to Riggs, et al. (1998:vii) 
Within these limits [site 31Sw1]  the density and variety of artifacts 
observed, as well as the sub-plowzone strata recorded in shovel tests, 
strongly suggest that intact cultural features, such as house patterns, 
cooking and storage facilities, and human burials (typically associated 
with residential sites of this kind) lie just beneath the modern plowzone.  
Any proposed undertaking which has the potential to adversely affect this 
site area, or by extension the mound (31Sw2) included in it, should be 
vigorously avoided.   
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2000 Reburial (31Sw1) 
Riggs’ conclusion that human remains at Kituhwa lie "just beneath the modern 
plowzone" (1998:vii) was confirmed in March 2000, when a Cherokee farmer found a 
mandible, skull fragments, and long bones scattered around a groundhog hole in his field.  
Ceramics associated with the bones dated them between 1,000 and 500 years ago. A staff 
archaeologist of the North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources stated that he 
believed the remains were of a 30-35 year-old Native American male  (Martin 2000a).  
Reburial occurred within a week (Martin 2000b). 
2001 Archaeological Survey (31Sw1, 31Sw2, 31Sw287, 31Sw317, 31Sw318) 
Further archaeological study continued in 2001, when the EBCI commissioned a 
second survey of the area based on recommendations from the 1997 project.  This project 
conducted Phase II shallow subsurface testing at previously identified sites west of the 
Kituhwa Mound.  Among these archaeological sites are 31Sw287, 31Sw317, 31Sw318, 
where 62 features and 568 post molds were revealed (Riggs and Shumate 2003:107-115).   
The 2001 project also included a non-invasive survey (Figure 7) of more than 40 
acres within the Kituhwa Archaeological District. This survey is still one of the largest 
contiguous geophysical surveys ever conducted in the United States.  However, in order 
to obtain that coverage within the time and cost constraints required by the EBCI, it was 
necessary to limit the survey to a single instrument and to conduct the survey at a large 
transect interval.  The instrument used in the noninvasive survey was a Geoscan FM36 
Fluxgate gradiometer.  Dr. R. Berle Clay conducted the survey over the Kituhwa Mound 
(31Sw2) and two smaller areas within 31Sw1.  Dr. Gerald F. Schroedl and University of 
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Tennessee graduate students surveyed the remainder of site 31Sw1, the area surrounding 
the mound.  
The survey area was subdivided into grids that were 20 meters on each side. 
Because of the size of the study area, the gradiometer survey was performed using 
transects 1 meter apart with a sample interval of four readings per meter.  This 
combination of transect spacing and sample size produced 80 readings per 20 meter 
transect (1600 readings per grid).  The data collected were processed to produce images 
of buried features.  Features buried within the mound were interpreted to be the remains 
of a multi-stage townhouse; features beyond the mound appear to be burned structures 
and middens. Consequently, one of the 2001 project recommendations was to re-survey 
the mound and selected areas within 31Sw1 using more than one instrument and a 
smaller transect interval in order to obtain more detailed information.   
2001 Excavation (31Sw287, 31Sw317, 31Sw318) 
Three archaeological sites were excavated in one meter wide trenches of various 
lengths at 25 meter intervals. A backhoe removed plow-disturbed soils to an average 
depth of 30 cm.  Blocks of 400 m2 and 64 m2 were opened at sites 31Sw287 and 
31Sw317, respectively. A total of 568 post molds and 62 other features were discovered 
at the three sites (Table 8).   
On the western boundary of the Kituhwa Archaeological District, Site 31Sw287 
contains evidence from the Archaic, Woodland, Mississippian, and Qualla/Historic 
Cherokee periods. Site 31Sw317 contains evidence from Woodland and Qualla/Historic 
Cherokee periods and possibly from the Archaic.  It is southwest of the Kituhwa Mound   
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Table 8. Archaeological features identified at Kituhwa in 2001 (Riggs and Shumate 2003:107-
115). 
Feature Type 31Sw287 31Sw317 31Sw318 Total
Drainage ditch 1 - - 1
Grave 4 3 6 13
Hearth 1 3 - 4
Historic ditch - 4 - 4
House floor  - 1 - 1
House floor deposits - 1 - 1
Lithic concentration - 1 - 1
Pit hearth 3 - - 3
Pit hearth/refuse pit 1 - - 1
Pit hearth/storage pit 1 - - 1
Pit/grave 2 - - 2
Plowscar 1 - - 1
Postmold (large) - 1 - 1
Smudge pit 1 1 - 2
Stone marker? - - 1 1
Storage Pit 12 2 4 18
Storage/ refuse pit 3 - - 3
Stump hole? 1 - - 1
Utility trench 3 - - 3
Subtotal 34 17 11 62
Postmold (other) 208 288 72 568
Total 242 305 83 630





Table 9. Counts and measurements of features identified at Kituhwa in 2001 (Riggs and 
Shumate 2003:107-115). 
Graves Hearths Pit Hearths Storage Pits
Count 13 4 3 18
Length (n-s)
average 0.88 0.79 0.50 0.86
maximum 1.50 0.92 0.70 1.85
minimum 0.28 0.70 0.33 0.46
Width (e-w)
average 0.92 0.94 0.45 0.95
maximum 1.65 1.30 0.57 2.20
minimum 0.27 0.65 0.32 0.39
Area (m2)
average 0.96 0.75 0.24 0.90
maximum 2.42 1.20 0.40 3.15
minimum 0.13 0.49 0.11 0.24
(all measurements are in meters)  
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and close to the Tuckasegee River. Immediately north of 31Sw317, 31Sw318 contains 
evidence from Archaic, Woodland, and Qualla/Historic Cherokee periods. 
A total of fourteen Graves, including at least one historic grave, was found at all 
three of these sites. Documented late-prehistoric and historic era Cherokee burials exhibit 
"diagnostic mottled fill, elliptical form, and north-south orientation" (Riggs and Shumate 
2003:38) in contrast to the long rectangular historic graves.  An unusually long (2.78m) 
grave at 31Sw287 is probably a stepped grave whose form is common in 19th century 
Anglo-American and African-American burials. This grave is excluded from the 
summary data presented in Tables 8 and 9. 
Four Hearths are present at archaeological sites 31Sw287 and 31Sw317.  Two of 
the three hearths at 31Sw317 consist of a fired clay ring with ashy fill that likely 
represent the hearths of a historic era winter house or asi. One hearth is circular (70 cm x 
86 cm); another is elliptical (76 cm x 95 cm) and associated with a portion of prepared 
clay floor. This remnant portion of clay floor (31Sw317) is the only portion of house 
floor found in the three sites discussed here (Riggs and Shumate 2003:13-14). The third 
hearth found at 31Sw317 is larger (> 92 cm x 130 cm) than the other two but still 
comparable.  A fragment of fired clay south of its ash deposit may have come from a 
different hearth.   
The single hearth from 31Sw287 is smaller than those found at31Sw287 and 
consists of a reddened, fire-hardened patch of clay associated with a late Qualla phase.  
This hearth may be associated with an 18th century asi or it may be residual firing from a 
more informal surface hearth associated with a summer house (Riggs and Shumate 
2003:41).   
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Pit hearths were found at 31Sw287 only.  They are smaller than the hearths 
described above and differ by being lined with small- to medium-sized cobbles.  These 
features are the type of cooking facility prevalent in the Late Archaic (c.a. 4000 – 2800 
B.P.) through the Middle Woodland period (2100 – 1400 B.P.).   
Post molds often represent wall or roof support posts of structures.  While 
complete definition of structures was not possible in 1-meter trenches, a number of 
posthole clusters probably were the remains of buildings from the late 17th and 18th 
century.  At 31Sw317, researchers excavated a 64 m2 block at the west end of trench 3 
and uncovered what is likely a paired summer-winter house pattern (Figure 8) that 
commonly occurs in late prehistoric, proto-historic, and early historic-era Cherokee 
contexts (Riggs and Shumate 2003:19).  
Organic content in a Storage Pit provides a guideline for age determination, with 
greater leaching of organic content indicative of a greater age. Indistinct, in contrast to 
well-defined edges, are an indication of greater age, but associated ceramics or lithics are 
better indicators. Twelve of 18 positively identified storage pits were found at 31Sw287, 
with two and four occurrences at 31Sw317 and 31Sw318, respectively. They are usually 
larger than hearths.  Most storage pits are circular; a few are ovoid.   Ceramics on the 
surface of Feature 5 suggest a Middle Woodland context. The remaining storage pits have 
a Qualla phase context (Riggs and Shumate 2003:39-46). Storage pits at 31Sw317 
contain ceramics associated with the Middle Woodland period (Riggs and Shumate 
2003:16). The four storage pits from 31Sw318 were found in the same trench, which 
apparently intersected one or more house areas.  They are all circular and associated with 




Riggs and Shumate 2003:18,20 
Figure 8. 2001 Test trenches and probable house locations at 31Sw317. 
2001 FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer Survey (31Sw1, 31Sw2) 
The 2001 survey of the Kituhwa Mound (31Sw2) produced dramatic images of one or 
more structure patterns preserved in the mound.  Beyond the mound, results were significantly 
less spectacular and much more difficult to interpret.  The most obvious anomalies away from the 
mound are the north-south bands of plow scars covering the site.  Uniformly spaced and parallel, 
they produce gradiometer readings which are also the same range as many of the archaeological 
features likely to exist below the plowzone. In areas of recent and/or intense cultivation, high 
gradiometer readings often correlate with plow scars or are caused by fragments of historic metal.  
Where they do not correlate with plow scars, they should be evaluated as evidence of prehistoric 
cultural features (Clay 2001b, Riggs and Shumate 2003). 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS AT KITUHWA 
By the end of the RLA Cherokee Project and projects conducted by other 
universities during the same time frame, Dickens (1978) had made general observations 
about the difference between Pisgah and Qualla village locations.  People from both 
periods preferred locations along floodplains and adjacent terraces and benches. Pisgah 
sites, however, were found more in the eastern and central portions of the Appalachian 
Summit while Qualla sites were more often in the western and southern portions.  They 
both occur only along the Pigeon, Tuckasegee, and Oconoluftee River drainages. The 
largest Pisgah settlements are located in the Asheville, Pigeon, and Hendersonville basins 
in the intermontane portions, where villages and campsites occur clustered around 
mound-and-village centers. Qualla sites are more linearly distributed along narrow stream 
valleys.  There are many Qualla sites with mounds, and some of these sites are small and 
in close proximity to each other.  A change in settlement pattern over a much smaller area 
was found in the patterns revealed by Keel (2007) at Ravensford on the Oconoluftee 
River approximately 27 km (43 miles) from Kituhwa.  There early Qualla houses were 
found grouped in areas as small as 40 x 40 to 60 x 60 meters while late Qualla houses were 
found in winter/summer pairs in much smaller groups (1 to 3 pairs) 150 to 220 meters apart.   
Projects at Kituhwa and other sites have identified the types of features that are 
likely found in town and village contexts.  These include hearths, graves, pits, and 
structures, both domestic and public.  The likelihood of their being discovered by 
geophysical instruments depends on the size and layout of these features, the materials 
used in their construction, the techniques used in their construction and destruction, and 
the length of time the features were in use. As a general rule, long-lived features which 
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were rebuilt in place and for which burning was a ritual part of their life cycle, e.g., 
Middle Qualla structures, produce stronger geophysical signals in a relatively localized 
area. Features built and possibly rebuilt in place, e.g., hearths, are also detectable but 
much harder to distinguish because of their small size and the lower intensity readings 
they provide. Features such as graves and pits, which do not provide a sharp contrast to 
the surrounding matrix, become more difficult to detect as they age because their organic 
contents decompose to blend into their surroundings. On the other hand, features built 
with materials significantly different in physical and chemical makeup from the 
surrounding matrix e.g., clay and rocks placed in soil, are also more likely to be 
discovered. 
Feature Size 
The more readings taken by an instrument over a feature, the more likely it is to 
be recognized in the geophysical data.  Consequently, if there is sufficient contrast 
between the perimeter of a structure and the outside material, those differences will be 
recorded by geophysical instruments. Since there have been excavations at sites adjacent 
to 31Sw1, data from these projects can be used to determine the likelihood of additional 
features being identified by geophysics. 
The average and minimum dimensions of graves, hearths, pit hearths, and storage 
pits previously excavated at Kituhwa are listed in Table 10. These dimensions were 
calculated from the published average and minimum areas for each feature.  The 
calculated length in each case is the square root of the area, and the calculated diameter is 
equal to twice the square root of the area divided by π. 
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Table 10. Average and minimum dimensions of features identified at Kituhwa in 2001 (based on 
Riggs and Shumate 2003:107-115). 
Grave Hearth Pit Hearth Storage Pit
Number found 13 4 3 18
Average area (m2) 0.96 0.75 0.24 0.9
Length (m), if square 0.98 0.87 0.49 0.95
Diameter (m), if round 1.11 0.98 0.55 1.07
Optimum traverse interval (m) 0.55 0.49 0.28 0.54
Smallest area (m2) 0.13 0.49 0.11 0.24
Length (m), if square 0.36 0.7 0.33 0.49
Diameter (m), if round 0.41 0.79 0.37 0.55
Optimum traverse interval (m) 0.2 0.39 0.19 0.28
Length (m) = sqrt(area)
Diameter (m) = 2*sqrt(area/π)
Feature
 
The traverse interval used in a geophysical survey should be one-half the size of 
the features searched for.  Because the average size of the Kituhwa non-structural 
features is approximately one meter (Table 10), a traverse interval of 0.50 m, two traverses 
per meter, is likely to detect approximately half the graves, hearths, and storage pits if 
other chemical and physical characteristics of these features produce a detectable 
geophysical signal. This one-half meter traverse interval is commonly used in 
geophysical survey throughout the United States. It was used, for example, by Goodman 
et al. (2007) in Vermont, by Hargrave et al. (2007) at Poverty Point, and by Kvamme and 
Ahler (2007) at Double Ditch. 
Construction Materials 
The likelihood of detection by geophysical instruments is also determined by 
materials which make up the buried feature and the degree to which their physical 
properties differ from the surrounding matrix.  Over time buried organic materials will 
decay and geophysically merge with their surrounding matrix making their detection less 
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likely.  Inorganic materials which do not decay or burned organic matter such as timbers 
or woven cane matting which have not decayed are much more likely to be detected if 
these materials are large enough.  For example, a group of small, fired pebbles at the 
bottom of a pit hearth or layers of clay are detectable if there is enough of the material to 
produce an adequate signal.  In the case of Garden Creek Mound 1, there were a number 
of different materials used during its construction sequence and these materials are 
differentially visible to each geophysical instrument (Table 11). 
Construction Cycle 
The construction cycle consists of all construction activities that occur from the 
initial stage of a building until abandonment.  This cycle may be short or consist of a 
single stage such as the asi found at 31Sw317 or it might continue for hundreds of years 
and through a number of stages, such as the townhouse at Coweeta Creek.  If the 
structure is multi-staged, an individual stage may be destroyed by natural events such as 
flooding or by human agents, intentionally or not.  An example of the latter case would 
be accidental burning, not unlikely given the flammable nature of the wood products used 
in the construction of these structures.  Burning is also a handy tool for destruction, both 
hostile and well-intentioned.  A difference between a hostile burn and a well-intentioned 
burn is the treatment of the charred structural remains once destruction has been assured.  
Marauders tend to move on to the next target and the surviving inhabitants may or may 
not be able to return to their homes and towns.  People who burned a structure for benign 
reasons may preserve or otherwise tend to the structure as or after it burns.  For example, 
Garden Creek townspeople took great pains to cover burned townhouse stages with 
certain kinds of clay. 
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Table 11. Likelihood of detection of construction materials by instrument. 
 Detectable by 
Material used in North Carolina mounds FM36 GPR RM15 
Boulders  L M H 
Clay – fired  H M L 
Clay – unfired  L H C 
Cobbles  L C C 
"Earth" used in earth lodges  L C C 
"Earth" used in earth lodges – source location  L C M 
Midden soil  C L C 
Post – burned  H L L 
Post – unburned; decayed in place  L L L 
Sand  L H M 
    C = Contingent on  









In 2001, the use of the FM36 produced an image of at least one townhouse stage 
lying beneath the surface of the Kituhwa mound. This instrument also revealed a large 15 
x 15 meter anomaly in an area where a high concentration of fired daub had been found.  
It is therefore, highly probable that the FM36 will be able to locate the burned remains of 
other structures of this size.  However, it could be difficult for the gradiometer to locate 
charred roofs and walls of smaller domestic structures. The magnitude of the magnetic 
signal produced from the shorter burn time and the remains of the smaller construction 
materials is probably much less than that produced by the burning of a much larger 
structure.  When there was no one near to extinguish the flames and then cover the 
smoldering ashes, as would have been the case when British and American troops 
destroyed a Cherokee town, ashes and charred remains would have been exposed to the  
elements, less likely to be preserved.  Hearths, on the other hand, especially those located 
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Table 12. Features likely to be discovered at Kituhwa, by instrument 
 Feature 
Instrument Grave Hearth Storage Pit Structure 
Gradiometer L H C H 
Soil resistivity instrument L L L M 
Ground-penetrating radar L L M M 
     
C = Contingent on   







in structures which have been rebuilt in place (e.g., Coweeta Creek structures 3, 4, 5, 6) 
are much more likely detected because long-term use results in more intense firing of the 
hearth's clay and the additive effects of co-located hearth stages will produce stronger 
magnetic signals within a smaller area.  If the hearth is one of the larger ceremonial ones, 
such as that found within the Coweeta Creek townhouse stages or within the Tuckasegee 
house, it is more likely to be found. 
Size and a history of burning will make multi-stage structures the features most 
likely to be discovered by the gradiometer (Table 12). It may also locate larger or more 
recent storage pits. Large, inorganic construction materials that have different resistances 
to electrical currents lend themselves to detection by either soil resistivity or ground-
penetrating radar.  Changes in subsurface physical properties such as moisture retention, 
chemical makeup, density, or size are often detectable by ground-penetrating radar.  
Features such as burials and overlapping, smaller, or older pits are less likely to be found 





Previous archaeology at the Kituhwa Archaeological District has recovered 
evidence of 8,000 years of occupation and at least one townhouse stage buried beneath 
the mound. Gradiometry confirms this townhouse is similar in size, shape, and 
orientation to the townhouse stages excavated at Coweeta Creek. Within the Kituhwa 
townhouse there is a large unidentified oval anomaly surrounding two separate hearths 
and a much stronger signal in the southeast corner of the townhouse, possibly due to 
more intense burning.  A soil resistivity anomaly in the location of the townhouse ramp 
could have been made by large boulders such as those used at Coweeta Creek, and a 
GPR anomaly could have been made by clay packed on the sides of the mound, also 
similar to Coweeta Creek.  There are a number of residence-sized anomalies southeast 
of the mound in a layout similar to the Middle Qualla village at Coweeta Creek. 
Another set of residence-size anomalies occurs in a cluster of three, which could 
indicate three episodes of rebuilding of the same structure or three different structures 
or a combination of both. There are two other townhouse-sized anomalies at Kituhwa, 
one of which is likely of historic origin.  
Field work was conducted during several sessions in 2006 and 2007 by 
members of the University of Tennessee Anthropology Department. Gradiometer, soil 
resistivity data, and most radar data were collected from survey areas aligned to grid 
north.  Images based on these data are indicated by a single arrow above the capital 
letter N. Some GPR data were collected oriented to magnetic north and are indicated by 
the image of a compass showing the cardinal directions. Grid north is approximately 18 
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degrees west of magnetic north. Appendix B provides information used to process the 
geophysical data in Geoplot® and RADAN® software packages.  Appendix C contains 
a list of all anomalies discussed in this chapter. 
AREA 1:  KITUHWA MOUND (31SW2) 
Area 1 (Figure 9) consists of six 20 x 20 meter grids on the Kituhwa Mound.  
Originally four meters high, the mound today is approximately two meters high and 50 
meters in diameter.  Elevation change over the surface of the mound is gradual.  The 
slope of the sides of the mound is usually close to 5%, occasionally 10%, but never as 
much as 15%.  The highest measured point on the mound is 500.867 meters (arbitrary) 
located at 1004.84N-1759.87E.  All distances from the mound are calculated from this 
coordinate. 
FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer (FM36) 
According to Riggs and Shumate (2003:72),  
[The 2001] gradiometer survey  [Figure 10] of the mound presented 
more specifically interpretable results, with clear definition of the 
original mound structure and ramp, and surprisingly detailed resolution 
of the burned temple or townhouse buildings encased within the mound. 
Digital images of magnetic features within the mound clearly depict the 
walls, doorway, and central hearth of at least one townhouse. The images 
indicate that the Kituhwa mound, although substantially degraded by 
intentional leveling and plowing, still retains a high degree of contextual 
integrity.  
 
The 2006 gradiometer survey revealed the same features discussed above – "the 
walls, doorway, and central hearth of at least one townhouse" – but with even greater 
resolution as a result of the closer traverse interval and the closely cropped grass on the 
mound which made field conditions for geophysical data collection ideal. A number of 





Figure 9.  Spatial context and location of Area 1, the Kituhwa Mound, 31Sw2. 
  























Anomalies A through D are labeled only on the 2001 (Figure 10, left) image, while 
D through H are labeled only on the 2006 (Figure 10, right) image. Altogether, eight 
anomalies were found in both years' data: 
1. A: dipole (black-white) anomalies, likely historic metal 
2. B:  an inner band of high intensity (dark) anomalies, probably burned materials 
3. C: an outer band of high intensity (dark) anomalies, probable burned materials 
4. D:  a doorway  
5. E:  very high intensity anomalies (red) in the center of the townhouse, possible 
hearths 
6. F:  a large circular anomaly outside the townhouse walls, possibly the well dug by 
the Valentine expedition 
7. G:  a large oval anomaly completely within Anomaly B  
8. H:  very higher intensity readings (red) on the SE portion of the walls 
The presence of dipole anomalies (Anomaly A) likely due to historic metal is to be 
expected in the area surrounding the Kituhwa Mound. This area is often the site of Tribal 
activities and also frequently visited by dignitaries and day-to-day tourists alike. Located at 
the entrance to the Kituhwa Archaeological District and visible from US Hwy 19, this area 
is kept well-mowed and tended year-round. 
Anomalies B and C (Figure 10) are two dark, rectangular, concentric bands of 
higher gradiometer readings centered at 1011N-1751E and 1012N-1747E, respectively.  
Because these readings are strongly positive, they are likely caused by either "actual 
burned materials of the townhouse wall" (Riggs et al. 2003:67) or materials that burned in 
the location of a wall, either interior or exterior. The exact type of material (e.g., burned 
posts, rafters, benches, or fired daub) causing these readings cannot be determined, nor can 
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the relative depths of Anomalies B and C be determined. Because the townhouse stages at 
Coweeta Creek became successively larger, if Anomalies B and C represent two different 
townhouse stages, it is probable that B preceded C. However, Anomaly B could represent 
part of the interior structure of a townhouse, while Anomaly C represents the exterior walls 
of the same townhouse.  
Anomaly D occurs at a gap in Anomalies B and C in the expected location of an 
entrance into a structure.   There are two high intensity areas (Figure 10, Anomaly E) in 
the center of the Kituhwa townhouse likely caused by different hearths present at 
different depths within the mound. Small change in hearth locations over time was also 
observed at Coweeta Creek (Rodning 2004). High intensity anomalies (Figure 10, 
Anomaly H) are present along the southeast portion of the townhouse walls, probably 
the result of either more intense burning or an accumulation of burned items or debris 
along the walls. There is a large oval anomaly (Figure 10, Anomaly G) surrounding the 
hearths.  More than 10 meters on the long axis, this anomaly seems too large to be the 
clay rim that has been found surrounding other heaths, such as those found at Coweeta 
Creek (Rodning 2004).  This large oval anomaly, still unexplained, may represent a 
portion of the structure floor. There is no evidence of individual posts in the 
gradiometer results (Figure 10).  
Anomaly F (Figure 10) is located beyond the area enclosed by Anomalies B and C 
and could be the well sunk by the Valentine expedition in the 1880s and later filled in 
(Riggs et al. 2003:68).  Fill at this location would likely have contained a large amount of 
fired materials such as daub, ceramic sherds or fire-cracked rock, and would produce a 






Figure 11. 2006 RM15 soil resistivity results for Area 1, the Kituhwa Mound. 
RM15 Soil Resistivity Meter (RM15) 
RM15 Soil Resistivity results (Figure 11) include: 
1. E: a high intensity reading corresponding to the stronger of the two possible 
hearths in the FM36 images (Figure 10, anomaly E); 
2. J:  a strong linear anomaly southeast of the walls in the FM36 image (Figure 10, 
anomalies B and C);  
3. K:  a rough or textured area which has the same orientation as the top portion of 
the townhouse in the FM36 image (Figure 10). 
Resistivity anomaly K (Figure 11) lies on the northern edge of the Kituhwa Mound and 
may represent either the soils plowed down from the top of the mound in the early 1900s 
or an area tended or prepared by previous inhabitants. It exhibits the "rough" or textured 










Figure 12. Area 1, the Kituhwa Mound, survey coverage. 
Ground-Penetrating radar (GPR) 
Because the GPR survey was conducted after the results of the FM36 and RM15 surveys 
had been reviewed, the survey area was modified in order to better cover the mound and its 
buried features.  A 50 x 50 meter block oriented to magnetic rather than grid north was selected 
for investigation (Figure 12).  Coordinates of the north and west corners of the GPR block are  
1039.117N-1759.642E and 998.294N-1730.056E, respectively. The first GPR traverse was made 
from west to east, beginning at the north corner of the block. 
Determining the depth of GPR anomalies is best done in the survey area by 
probing selected buried targets, often isolated rocks or historic pipelines, and recording 
the relationship between two-way travel time of the radar wave and the depth of the 
target.  The Kituhwa Mound is sacred and cannot be probed. Plowing of the surrounding 
area deeper than 18 inches is not permitted, and so probing beneath that depth would be 
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prohibited at any location.  Fortunately, at 36 and 39 meters from the eastern edge of the 
GPR block, there are two appropriately shallow targets, probably field rocks, which were 
used to estimate the range of the GPR signal.  The first probe, at approximately 944N-1808E, 
found its target at a depth of 29 cm and 15 nanoseconds (nS, one-millionth of a second).  The 
second probe, at approximately 940N-1812E found its target at depths of 26 cm and 10 nS.  
Decreasing the amount of travel time by 5 nS to account for the distance between the bottom of 
the GPR unit’s antenna and the surface of the ground, the ratio of centimeters to nanoseconds 
ranges from 3:1 to 2:1 for the first probe and from 5:1 and 2.5:1 for the second.  Because the 
material within the mound is likely to include clay which impedes radar waves, a ratio in the 
lower range of calculated values, i.e., 2.5:1,  was selected to estimate the depth to which the 
radar waves penetrated or approximately 1.80 meters beneath the surf ace.  
Results of the GPR survey reveal a rectangular anomaly (Figure 13, Anomaly L) 
beneath the surface of the Kituhwa Mound. Anomaly L is approximately 28 meters long by 20 
meters wide, covering an area of approximately 563 square meters (Table 13). The area was 
calculated using spatial coordinates obtained with a Trimble 5600 Robotic Total Station 
(Figure 14).  North-east coordinates and elevations were recorded for more than 900 points as 
the operator walked in a spiral pattern over the mound and the immediate area.  The highest 
measured point on the mound is 501.867 meters (arbitrary), occurring at point 646, 1004.841N-
1759.870E (Figure 14).  Most of GPR Anomaly L (Figure 13) is located beneath the portion of 
the mound that lies at an elevation between 501.197 and 501.532 meters (arbitrary).  The points 
represented by the lighter dots (aqua) on Figure 14 follow the outline of Anomaly L.   
Images produced from data collected by all three instruments are consistent with each 






Figure 13.  GPR results for Area 1, the Kituhwa Mound (distances in meters). 
Table 13. Dimensions and area of GPR Anomaly L. 
 Start Coordinates End Coordinates Distance 
(meters) Axis Point # North East Point # North East 
Long 554 1017.780 1757.498 533 998.866 1765.097 20.12 
Short 576 1001.172 1751.195 561 1009.596 1769.462 27.97 















FM36 and RM15 results are oriented 
to grid north; GPR results are 
oriented to magnetic north, a 
difference of approximately 18O. 















shown in blue, RM15 results are shown in yellow, and GPR results are shown in maroon. The 
presumed inner wall of the townhouse revealed in the FM36 image (Figure 10, Anomaly B) fits 
completely within GPR Anomaly L (Figure 13); the outer wall of the FM36 townhouse (Figure 
10, Anomaly C)  falls on top of the GPR outline; and the strong linear RM15 anomaly J (Figure 
11) coincides with wider southeast portion of GPR Anomaly L (Figure 13).    
In their analysis of the 2001 gradiometer survey of the Kituhwa Mound, Riggs and 
Shumate (2003:67-68) describe the features within it as 
an array of concentric rectangles with rounded corners; a 
configuration that resembles early Cherokee townhouses documented 
by excavations at other southern Appalachian sites (e.g., Chattooga, 
Coweeta Creek)….The concentric pattern illustrated in the imagery of 
magnetic readings from the Kituhwa mound may represent strong 
dipole readings emanating from fired daub and other architectural 
materials related to the destruction and replacement of the townhouse.  
The outermost band, a strongly negative [light gray to white] reading 
measures nearly 24m (78.75 ft) in diameter.  The next band, a strongly 
positive [dark gray to black] reading which presumably represents the 
actual burned materials of the townhouse wall, measures 20m (65.62 
ft) in diameter, a size comparable to the 18th-century townhouse at 
Chota-Tanasee (see Schroedl 1986:229), but nearly six meters larger 
than the 17th-century townhouses at Chattooga and Coweeta Creek. 
The innermost dark band represents another parallel zone of strongly 
negative readings.  At the center of this configuration is a large (> one 
meter), bright circle, a strong positive zone that corresponds with the 
likely location of the central hearth.  Townhouse hearths documented 
at Chattooga and Coweeta Creek are about one meter in diameter, 
with a formal prepared clay curb and a large central basin.  The clay 
berm of such a hearth would produce an intense magnetic anomaly 
like the one at the center of the Kituhwa mound…. The townhouse 
remains represented by the 2001 gradiometer survey probably closely 
resemble 16th-century Cherokee townhouses that were documented by 
excavations of the Coweeta Creek mound in nearby Macon County, 
North Carolina. 
 
Excavations at the Coweeta Creek (31Ma34) revealed a series of six townhouse stages 
stacked one on top of the other. While individual townhouse stages have not yet been identified in 
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GPR results from Kituhwa, the top-to-bottom depth of the GPR signal there is 
approximately equal to the 1 meter band within which the first three Coweeta Creek 
townhouse stages were found (Figure 16).  Therefore, it is likely that more than one 
townhouse stage lies beneath the Kituhwa mound. 
Stone was used in the construction of Garden Creek Mounds 1 and 3 (31 Hw1 and 
31Hw3). Small pebbles and cobbles were placed over the earth lodges at the base of 
Mound 1, and heavy slabs of stone were found on the edge of Mound 3 (Keel 1976). A 
clay and boulder skirting on the southeastern side of the Coweeta Creek mound likely 
served all townhouse stages and was built up as successive mound stages were 
constructed.  Heavy stone slabs, or a clay and boulder skirting could produce the strong 
linear anomaly (J) present at Kituhwa in the RM15 image (Figure 17).  
The Kituhwa Mound and Coweeta Creek townhouses were similarly oriented, and 
the Coweeta Creek townhouses fit within the GPR image of the Kituhwa Mound (Figure 
18), indicating that the GPR signal is produced by materials on the sides of the Kituhwa 
Mound.  It is likely that the townhouses at both sites were similarly constructed, i.e., with 
four large roof support posts, many wall and bench posts, an entrance trench, a central 
clay hearth, clay-banked walls, and clay-covered roofs.  Hearths were at least one meter 
in diameter, set into a large central basin surrounded by a formal prepared clay rim 
(Riggs and Shumate 2003, Rodning 2004).   
AREA 2: PROBABLE 12TH CENTURY PISGAH PHASE VILLAGE MIDDEN (31SW1) 
The southwest corner of Area 2 (Figure 19) is approximately 285 meters south-southwest 
of the highest point on the Kituhwa Mound.  The survey area consists of 12 20 x 20 meter grids, 
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Figure 18. The Coweeta Creek Middle Qualla townhouse (green) superimposed on the GPR image of 











River.  No close interval topographic or elevation readings were taken in Area 2. 
According the Riggs and Shumate (2003:71), survey results for Area 2 are  
indicative of a probable village midden … located around gird 750N/1725E.  
This area exhibits a relatively dense cluster of Pisgah plowzone (ca. A.D. 1100-
1200) material in the plowzone and in unplowed material beneath the plowzone.  
This is the locality of the grave disturbed by the groundhog burrow in 2000. Only 
a part of the probably Pisgah phase village was assayed in 2001 because of the 
progress of private vegetable gardens in this area. 
 
FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer (FM36) 
Area 2 is one of several locations whose 2001 FM36 image (Figure 20) was 
described as "rough".  More specifically, "rough" indicates an area that is "more textured 
in the digital imagery" as a result of "multiple, close-interval irregularities in the 
magnetic field" (Riggs and Shumate 2003:70).  These rough areas coincide with 
concentrations of ceramic sherds and other cultural debris recovered in the 1997 survey 
in a "presumably more discrete village area" (Riggs and Shumate 2003:70). 
Crops prevented survey of the northwest grid of Area 2 in 2001 (Figure 20, 
Anomaly A) but were not present during the 2006 survey, conducted in late fall.  Both the 
2001 and 2006 surveys revealed a number of dipole anomalies (Figures 20 and 21, 
Anomaly B) due to historic metal.  Both surveys also show the strong anomaly resulting 
from a farm road on the eastern edge of Area 2 (Figures 20 and 21, Anomaly C).  
The 2001 image includes a single large anomaly at 749N-1717E (Figure 20, 
Anomaly D) while the 2006 image includes two similar anomalies in the same general 
area (Figure 21, Anomaly D).  A large groundhog hole was observed in the grid just north 
of these anomalies during the 2006 survey.  Since groundhog holes are deep and wide 
































anomalies are caused by other groundhog holes that have been filled in.  The open 
groundhog hole does not appear as an anomaly in 2006.  Finally, Anomaly E (Figure 21) 
is a cluster of dipole disturbances in a 5-meter wide area.  Possibly due to historic metal, 
this cluster of anomalies is approximately the same size as the Middle Qualla residences 
found at Coweeta Creek. 
Both the 2001 and 20006 FM36 images show the results of strong northeast-
southwest plowing over the years.  These stripes are smoother in the 2006 image because 
of the closer traverse interval used in the 2006 survey and also because there was no 
vegetation to affect the precision of the operator’s pace.   
RM15 Soil Resistivity Meter (RM15) 
Results of the RM15 soil resistivity survey (Figure 22) show strong northeast-
southwest bands of high intensity readings.  These bands have the same orientation as do 
the FM36 plow scars in the area. Vegetation prevented data collection on the east side of 
the area (Anomaly C), just as it did during the FM36 survey. The dark area (Figure 22, 
Anomaly F) in the southeast portion of the image represents higher readings and could be 
due to an accumulation of different alluvial soils and sediments.  Water stands in this area 
during heavy rains, while severe flooding such as the after-effects of Hurricane Ivan in 
2004 (Jerry Dugan, personal communication, 2006), can also affect the area.  
Furthermore, it is possible that this area includes a former course of the Tuckasegee River 
(Russell Townsend, personal communication 2006), and water flow is the result of the 
river’s occasional return to a former channel. 
A number of low-resistivity readings were collected on the west side of the survey 





























do not have an obvious counterpart in the FM36 results from either 2001 or 2006. There 
is a 15 x 20m area (Figure 22, Anomaly H) of higher readings in the center of the survey 
area which also does not have a FM36 counterpart but is visible in the mid-range GPR 
data. 
Ground-Penetrating radar (GPR) 
The ground-penetrating radar survey was conducted in three separate sessions 
with the range set at 75 nanoseconds (nS).  Results from the three different sessions have 
been combined into a single image. 
Because the GPR cart must roll over any vegetation in the survey area, it was 
most affected by the growth on the eastern edge of the farm road.  No readings were 
taken in the easternmost 1 meter of the area. The strong anomaly next to the farm road in 
the RM15 and FM36 results is visible in the near-surface radar image (Figure 23, 
Anomaly C). Also close to the surface is a rectangular anomaly (Figure 23, Anomaly E) 
that is approximately 13 meters long by 9 meters wide.  This anomaly is oriented 
magnetic north-to-south. Equivalents of RM15 Anomalies F and H (Figure 22) are 
present in the mid-range GPR results (Figure 24).  Anomaly F is also present at the 
bottom of the GPR range (Figure 25). 
According to Riggs and Shumate (2003:12), 
The distribution of cultural features and post molds revealed by testing at 
31Sw317 … may be partially explained by the redeposition of artifacts by 
massive flood events such as the fabled flood of 1940.  As demonstrated 
by site stratigraphy revealed in test trenches, the central and northern 
portions of 31Sw317 have received considerable loads of flood sediments.  
If such sediments were scoured from upstream locations on the main 
village site (31Sw1), these deposits would almost certainly contain 






























Areas 2 and 3 are  
not to scale. 
Figure 26.  Path of flood water from the Tuckasegee River. 
If flood waters from the Tuckasegee River flow from 31Sw1 to 31Sw317, they will 
cross Area 2 (Figure 26).  The geophysical images of Area 2 reveal the effects of both 
standing water and overbank flooding of the Tuckasegee River, especially in the southeastern 
portions of the survey block.  Plow scars are less evident in the FM36 images (Figures 20 and 
21) and high intensity triangular anomalies are present in the RM15 and GPR images 
(Figures 22 and 24) south of the survey area,   In 1940, the Tuckasegee River crested in 
Bryson City at 15.96 feet, or 5.96 feet above flood stage.  It was this flood that is believed to 
have removed strata 2 through 5 from a portion of the Tuckasegee site (31Jk2) further 








In September 2004, flood waters crested at 13.87 feet, slightly above the 13.5 foot "moderate 
flood stage" level but well below the 15.5 foot "major flood stage" level (NOAA 2006).   
GPR Anomaly E is clearly visible in Area 2 (Figure 23). It is a rectangular 
anomaly measuring 13 meters between points b and c and 9 meters between points b and 
a (Figure 27a). Anomaly E differs in size, shape (Figure 27b) and orientation (Figure 27c) 
from the Kituhwa and Coweeta Creek townhouses. It does not look like a townhouse, and 
there is no geophysical evidence of the additional structures that would usually surround 
a townhouse as they did at Coweeta Creek (Figure 28). 
There is no evidence of intense burning in the 2006 FM36 results for this area (Figure 
21). There is also no evidence of human earth-moving in the area surrounding Anomaly E. 
RM15 Anomaly H (Figure 22) shows an area of moderate resistivity but nothing resembling 
the "rough" or "textured" patterns surrounding the Kituhwa mound and buried 
townhouse.  Because Anomaly E is located very close to the surface (Figure 23) in an 
area subject to periodic flooding from the Tuckasegee River, and there is no indication of 
intense burning or earth-moving in its immediate vicinity, it is likely evidence of a 
structure built in or after the 18th century and whose cultural affiliation is unknown. 
AREA 3:  18TH CENTURY QUALLA PHASE VILLAGE MIDDEN (31SW1) 
The southwest corner of Area 3 (Figure 29) is approximately 420 meters 
southwest of the highest point on the Kituhwa Mound.  There is no noticeable elevation 
change over the survey area and no elevation readings were taken. The FM36 survey area 
consisted of eight 20 x 20 meter grids, or 3200 square meters.  After the FM36 survey of 
these grids was completed, a ninth grid  was added for RM15 and GPR surveys (Figure 
30) in order to further investigate an anomaly on the edge of grid 7.  Grids 1 through 8  
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a) Anomaly E:  
distance (c,b) = 13 meters 
distance (b,a) =  9 meters 
  
(b) relative sizes 
  
(c) actual orientations 
Figure 27.  Anomaly E compared to townhouses at Coweeta Creek (green) and Kituhwa (blue). 
 
Coweeta Creek image from Rodning 2004:363 





Figure 29.  Spatial context and location of Area 3 within 31Sw1. 
  9    RM15 and GPR only 
5 6 7 8   FM36 and GPR only 
1 2 3 4   FM36, RM15, and GPR 




were surveyed with the FM36.  Grids 2 through 4 and 6 through 9 were surveyed with the 
RM15.  All grids were surveyed with the GPR.  
According to Riggs and Shumate (2003:71), Area 3 
corresponds with another concentration of ceramic sherds and village 
debris.  A more discrete and distinct anomaly is located at grid 
780N/1475E.  This configuration, which measures approximately 15m x 
15m, appears to represent another burned building and coincides with a 
concentration of fired daub documented during the 1997 survey.  This 
relatively large anomaly may represent a townhouse-scaled building, or 
the magnetic structure may amplify the actual underlying structure. 
 
FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer (FM36) 
The most obvious difference between the 2001 and 2006 gradiometer 
images is the smoothness of plow scars in the latter.  Greater vegetation cover  
affected the operator’s pace in 2001. On the other hand, field conditions were ideal for 
geophysical work in 2006 and a smaller traverse interval was used in the survey. 
The townhouse-scaled anomaly (Figure 31, anomaly A) revealed in 2001 was also 
detected in 2006 (Figure 32, Anomaly A).  There also appears to be the bottom portion of a 
diamond-shaped anomaly (B) just above it in the 2006 image.  Grid 9 was added to the 2006 
RM15 and GPR survey areas in an effort to locate the remainder of Anomaly B. 
RM15 Soil Resistivity Meter (RM15) 
The resistivity survey area included a grid at the location of the diamond-shaped 
anomaly B in the FM36 image (Figure 32).  Anomaly C (Figure 33), an area of low 
resistivity 7 meters west-to-east and 5 meters north-to-south, was found but there is no other 
evidence of Anomaly B.  A highly textured anomaly, D, is found in the eastern portion of 





Figure 31. 2001 FM36 gradiometer results for Area 3. 
 














Figure 33. 2006 RM15 Soil Resistivity results for Area 3. 
 
Figure 34. Area 3 GPR mid-range (27-32 nS) anomalies. 
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It is similar to the area of textured readings that surrounds the Kituhwa Mound in the 
RM15 image of Area 1 (Figure 11, Anomaly K).  This pattern is characteristic of human 
earth-moving activities and could be an indication of construction activities surrounding 
the burned structure (Figures 31 and 32, Anomaly A) (Riggs and Shumate 2003). 
Ground-Penetrating radar (GPR) 
The GPR survey depth was 80 nanoseconds.  No anomalies were found above a 
depth of 27 nanoseconds. Anomaly D in the RM15 results (Figure 33) also occurs in GPR 
results (Figure 34 and Figure 35) as a three-sided, square anomaly measuring 
approximately 15 meters on the north side, the same size as a townhouse. West of this 
anomaly, Anomalies E, F, and G (Figure 34), a group of three anomalies, each 6 to 7 
meters in diameter, lie along a northwest-to-southeast axis.  These anomalies could 
represent three different structures or multiple stages of a single structure. Compared to 
the Middle Qualla Coweeta Creek layout, these residence-sized anomalies and the 
townhouse- sized anomaly are different in their relative spatial positions. The townhouse-
sized anomaly lies east of the residence-sized anomalies; at Coweeta Creek the 
townhouse is northwest of nearby domestic structures. Anomaly H (Figure 35) is similar 
in size, shape, and orientation to anomalies E, F, and G (Figure 34). It is located grid east 
of these three anomalies and buried approximately 12 nanoseconds deeper. Anomaly H is 
approximately 15 meters east of Anomaly G, and so they have probably experienced the 
same depostional history. Consequently, it is safe to assume that Anomaly H was created 
before Anomaly G but the number of intervening years cannot be determined. The 











Figure 36.  Coweeta Creek residence outlines superimposed on Anomalies E, F, G, and H in the GPR 







E, F, G 
H  
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and several residence-scaled anomalies in the GPR images, (Figure 36 Anomalies E, F, 
G, and H) is additional evidence that Area 3 is the site of a village midden and burned 
building as suggested by Riggs and Shumate (2003), but it neither contradicts nor 
supports an 18th century Qualla affiliation for the area. 
AREA 4:  14TH-18TH CENTURY QUALLA PHASE VILLAGE MIDDEN (31SW1) 
As surveyed, Area 4 (Figure 37) is an eastward continuation of Area 1, the 
Kituhwa Mound.  The original proposal called for survey of 16 20 x 20 meter grids or 
6400 m2.  Additional research time permitted greater coverage with the RM15, while 
vegetation and a rail fence reduced FM36 coverage.  Actual coverage by the FM36 
gradiometer was 13 20 x 20 meter grids or 5200 m2. The area surveyed by the RM15 soil 
resistivity meter covered 19 20 x 20 grids or 7600 m2. The equivalent of 5.37 20 x 20 
meter grids, or 2185 m2 was surveyed with ground-penetrating radar.   
FM36 Fluxgate Gradiometer (FM36) 
Immediately visible in the 2006 gradiometer image is a rough or textured area in 
the northeast corner of the survey area (Figure 38, anomaly A).  This part of the survey 
area had been plowed but not yet planted, and gradiometer results from this area 
demonstrate the effect of an uneven surface on the operator’s pace and, the quality of 
results obtained.  There are a number of dipole anomalies (black-white, Figure 38, 
Anomaly B) likely caused by historic metal. The rough area at the southeast corner of the 
survey area (Figure 38, Anomaly C) corresponds to a location adjacent to one of the farm 
roads on the Kituhwa property. There are a number of high intensity anomalies (Figure 
38, Anomalies D, E, F, and G) immediately east of the mound. Finally, there are both 
circular and linear plow scars covering the area, a record of its long history of cultivation. 
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Figure 37. Spatial context and location of Area 4 within 31Sw1.  
 











RM15 Soil Resistivity Meter (RM15) 
The farm road visible in the FM36 image is also visible in the RM15 soil 
resistivity image (Figure 39, Anomaly C).  The textured areas (Figure 39, Anomalies G 
and H) close to the mound could be caused by admixture of soils, sediments, debris from 
townhouse stages, and other materials removed from the surface of the mound. There is a 
gap between Anomalies G and H (Figure 39) which corresponds to the possible clay and 
boulder skirting associated with the mound (Area 1, Figure 11, Anomaly J).  Perhaps 
Anomalies G and H (Figure 39) reflect a mix of sand, clay, and other materials placed 
around all but the eastern area of the mound. 
Ground-Penetrating radar (GPR) 
GPR data were collected in blocks oriented to magnetic north, rather than grid 
north.  The blocks’ southern boundary is an eastward extension of the southern boundary 
of the mound’s GPR survey area.  The north-south length of the GPR blocks decreases  
from west to east along the border of a cornfield growing there.  The dimensions of the 
blocks are 20 x 40 meters, 20 x 39 meters, 9.5 x 20 meters, and 13.5 x 10 meters. 
Anomalies appear almost at the surface in the GPR results from Area 4.  The northwest-
to-southeast linear anomaly in Area 4 (Figure 40, Anomaly I) is consistent with plow 
scars revealed in the FM36 results (Figure 38).  Near-surface GPR anomalies (Figure 41, 
Anomalies K and L) are in the same location as some of the groupings of high intensity 
FM36 readings, but  the large, vertical, and slightly curved mid-range GPR anomalies 
(Figure 42, Anomalies M and N) have no counterpart in either the FM36 or RM15 results 




Figure 39. 2006 RM15 soil resistivity results for the Kituhwa Mound and Area 4. 
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Figure 40.  Area 4 GPR surface anomalies (5-10 nS) compared to FM36 plow scars (white lines). 
 
 













Results of the Area 4 survey are shown with results from the mound survey 
because modification of the land during the past few centuries took place in the presence 
of the mound.  It must be emphasized, however, that the Kituhwa townhouse discussed 
earlier is not necessarily contemporaneous with the Area 4 anomalies discussed below. 
The Coweeta Creek Middle Qualla village layout again serves as the baseline for 
comparison.  GPR Anomalies K and L (Figure 41) are approximately the same distance from the 
Kituhwa Mound as are the northernmost cluster of Coweeta Creek village features from the 
mound there. They are in the same location as FM36 Anomalies D and E (Figure 38) and may be 
the same anomalies.  These two anomalies are approximately the same size as Coweeta Creek 
houses, and they are the same distance apart. FM36 Anomaly B (Figure 43a), previously 
identified as a dipole anomaly due to historic metal, is also part of this cluster of anomalies 
equivalent in size to a Coweeta Creek residential structure, as is FM36 Anomaly F (Figure 43a).  
It is possible that these high intensity (dark) anomalies in the FM36 results are readings from 
hearths, burned organic material, postholes or pits at or in the vicinity of Kituhwa residences. 
IDENTIFYING ANOMALIES 
Just as the identification of domestic structures at Coweeta Creek with 
identification of a specific pattern among a palimpsest of postholes, the search for 
domestic structures at Kituhwa began with a search for anomalies within a specific 
pattern, i.e., the village layout at Coweeta Creek.  This was accomplished by overlaying 
the Coweeta Creek layout over the combined FM36 results for Areas 1 and 4 (Figure 43a 
and 43b). Next, clusters of anomalies were identified (Figure 43c). These clusters are 
approximately the same size as the residential structures at Coweeta Creek but, more 
importantly, they are also separated from each other by approximately the same distance that 
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(a) – FM36 anomalies were found (b) – in a likely village area 
(c) – in clusters (d) – approximately the size of a 
Coweeta Creek residence. 
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separates the Coweeta Creek residences (Figure 43d). Although anomalies remain 
"anomalies" until they are confirmed as cultural features, usually by excavation or 
unambiguous resemblance to known features such as house foundations, they are often 
identified through inductive means (Kvamme 2003).  With that caveat in mind, it is safe 
to provisionally identify these residence-sized clusters of anomalies at Area 4 as domestic 
structures similar to those at Coweeta Creek. 
As Kvamme has observed, "anomaly identification also becomes easier as the 
experience base grows in a region" (2003a:440). The Coweeta Creek village layout led to 
the recognition of the clustering pattern among Area 4 Anomalies B, D, E, and F (Figure 
43c). This in turn led to a more critical examination of Area 2 Anomaly E in the FM36 
data (Figure 21).  Although this anomaly would never have been considered an historic 
structure using FM36 data alone, it was not dismissed as just another instance of “tractor 
trash.”  
A second example of one interpretation leading to another occurred when the 
rough or textured area in the Area 3 soil resistivity image (Figure 33, Anomaly D) was 
compared to the similar area just north of the Kituhwa Mound (Figure 11, anomaly K). 
Both anomalies surround areas of low resistivity, have two edges that meet at right 
angles, and border townhouse areas. At  Kituhwa it has become a heuristic that rough 
areas with a corner boundary are likely evident of earth-moving activities beside a large 





In 2006 and 2007, The University of Tennessee Anthropology Department 
conducted a geophysical survey of the Kituhwa Archaeological District. The primary 
goal of the Kituhwa project was to provide information that the Eastern Band of 
Cherokee Indians (EBCI) could use in evaluating long-term land-use options available to 
them. Additional goals useful to the EBCI as they plan for future archaeological studies 
include an evaluation of 
1. The value of finer scale maps obtained using smaller data collection 
(traverse) intervals; 
2. The value of maps of different physical properties obtained using more 
than a single geophysical instrument; 
3. The feasibility of using ground-penetrating radar in the alluvial portions of 
Kituhwa; and 
4. The feasibility of using geophysical data as primary data in settlement and 
landscape studies in southwestern North Carolina in general and 
specifically at Kituhwa. 
Results from this project are evidence of the value of ground-based remote 
sensing, multi-instrument geophysical investigations at Kituhwa.  Previous shovel tests 
and limited excavations show that Kituhwa is likely to be the location of many residential 
and public structures, numerous refuse pits, and abundant human remains.  The 
geophysical techniques used in this study did not isolate individual pit features and 
human burials because these instruments do not readily differentiate these occurrences 
from the organic soils created over the thousands of years of aboriginal occupation of this 
site. Nevertheless, results from gradiometry, soil resistivity, and ground-penetrating radar 
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add to the results from previous studies and combine to present a much more detailed 
picture of the Kituhwa Mound and townhouse.   
This project provides evidence that the Kituhwa townhouse is similar to the 
Coweeta Creek structure in construction materials and techniques and in its position 
relative to the residences that surrounded it. In Area 2, where gradiometry and soil 
resistivity results are inconclusive, ground-penetrating radar revealed a rectangular 
anomaly that is quite likely of historic origin.  In Area 3, soil resistivity detected a highly 
variable signal indicative of culturally mixed soils and sediments surrounding an anomaly 
previously identified as a burned building (Clay 2001b).  In this area, ground-penetrating 
radar also revealed residence-sized anomalies that undetected by either gradiometry or 
soil resistivity. Since Areas 3 and 4 are located in flood-prone areas of the site, results 
also show that at Kituhwa, ground-penetrating radar can be successful in an alluvial 
environment.  
Using a closer transect interval than was used in 2001, gradiometer survey 
produced more detail of the internal structure of the townhouse. Areas of intense burning 
in the southeast corner are more distinct, and the unidentified anomaly surrounding the 
hearths appears clearly as a smooth oval feature (Area 1, Anomaly G, Figure 10).  Both 
this project and the 2001 project collected gradiometer data at four readings per meter, 
but the transect interval was reduced to 0.5 meter from 1.0 meter for 2006.  It is likely 
that finer grained data (e.g. eight readings per meter at 0.25 intervals) would reveal 
greater detail about the internal structure of the mound and possibly about the 
unidentified oval anomaly. 
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In 2003, Kvamme argued that results from geophysical studies alone are sufficient 
to provide the amount of information necessary for inter- and intra-site analyses within 
archaeological sites or larger landscapes (2003a:453). This is the case at Kituhwa. With 
excavation not an option there, multi-instrument geophysical studies provide the only 
means acceptable to the EBCI for obtaining additional information about the subsurface 
features there.  
Much of the southeastern United States is not conducive to GPR survey because 
of the amount of moisture or clay in the ground.  Since GPR was successful at Kituhwa, 
additional GPR on river bank settings in the area would help identify more specific 
conditions under which this instrument might operate successfully. Possible areas for 
future survey include the additional alluvial area close to Ravensford Creek which was 
not tested by the recent project there (Keel et al. 2002) and non Tribal properties located 
along the Tuckasegee River. 
Knowing the extent of erosion and deposition along the Tuckasegee River is 
necessary for developing a chronology for geophysical results obtained there. An 
understanding of the behavior of the river would also provide a foundation for exploring 
the relationship between it and changing prehistoric village patterns.  It could be possible 
to identify the stratigraphy of the Tuckasegee River floodplain at locations close to 
Kituhwa, such as across the river or across the west and east boundaries, and use that 
information as a basis for establishing chronological relationships among anomalies.  
Investigating other Cherokee mounds and surrounding areas would add to the 
knowledge and understanding of Cherokee settlements. The Nununyi Mound is located in 
the town of Cherokee. The Cowee Mound is owned by the EBCI and surrounded by 
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many acres of unused land; the Birdtown Mound, although half-gone, still exists and lies 
protected beneath a Tribal member’s above ground swimming pool.  Projects conducted 
on these mounds would be another opportunity for Tribal members' involvement in 
archaeology. 
It would be possible to ground-truth geophysical results at Kituhwa by using the 
instruments over the areas partially excavated in 2001 (Riggs et al. 2003). One area of 
special interest to the author is site 31Sw287 where postholes indicated the presence of a 
winter house and also where a large obelisk-shaped stone was found in 2001. This area is 
also the only location at Kituhwa from which both Clingman's Dome and Waterrock 
Knob, two distinct landmarks in the nearby mountains, are visible (Riggs and Shumate 
2003:29, 31). 
Continuing geophysical investigations in the 10 acres immediately surrounding 
the Kituhwa Mound would provide additional information needed to refine the map of 
the Kituhwa village area. The area is well-mowed and accessible year-round and this 
project would be an excellent opportunity to involve Tribal members in archaeology at 
Kituhwa. 
Completion of additional projects such as those suggested above will substantially 
contribute to knowledge, not only of Kituhwa, but also of the origin and development of 
Cherokee culture.  They are each an example of the variety of approaches that is included 
in today's concept of landscape archaeology, archaeology which studies people and the 
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APPENDIX B: PROCESSING GEOPHYSICAL DATA FROM KITUHWA 
 
Area 1:  The Kituhwa Mound (31Sw2) 
 
GPR: 
The survey area is oriented to magnetic north.  The first profile (DECMOUND_001.DZT) begins at the 
western-most point (W) and ends at northern-most point (N).  The final profile (DECMOUND_101.DZT) 
begins at the southern-most point (S) and terminates at the eastern-most point (E).  Data were collected at 
one-half meter transect intervals in a zig-zag pattern. 
• N: 1039.117N – 1769.642E 
• W:  998.294N – 1730.056E 
• S:  969.213N – 1770.635E 
• E: 1011.747N – 1797.545E 
 
FM36 & RM15: 
All data were collected in a zig-zag pattern.  The first transect begins at the SW corner and ends at the NW 
corner.  The transect interval for 2006 FM36 data is one-half meter. The transect interval for 2001 FM36 
data and 2006 RM15 is one-meter.  The FM36 sample density is four readings per meter in both 2001 and 
2006, and the RM15 sample density is two readings per meter. 
• NW: 1040N – 1740E 
• SW:   940N – 1740E 
• SE:   940N – 1780E 
• NE: 1040N – 1780E  
 
GeoScan® Master Grids for FM36 and RM15 Data (grid north is to the right  ) 
• FM36 2001 Master Grid 
 
• FM36 2006 Master Grid 
 




Area 2:  Probable 12th Century Pisgah Phase Village Midden (31Sw1) 
 
General Information 
All data were collected in a zig-zag pattern.  The first transect begins at the SW corner and ends at the NW 
corner.  The transect interval for 2006 FM36 data and 2006 GPR data is one-half meter. The transect 
interval for 2001 FM36 data and 2006 RM15 is one-meter.  The FM36 sample density is four readings per 
meter in both 2001 and 2006, and the RM15 sample density is two readings per meter. 
• NW:   800N – 1740E 
• SW:   740N – 1660E 
• SE:   740N – 1780E  
• NE:   800N – 1780E 
 
GPR data were collected in three separate sessions.  The first session covered the area from 1660-1740E 
and 740-780N; the second session covered the area from 1660-1700E and 780-800N; the third covered the 
area from 1740-1780E and 780-800N.  The GPR data files (*.dzt) are identified by the file prefixes 
KNOVA, KNOVB, and DECAII, respectively. 
 
GeoScan® Master Grids for FM36 and RM15 Data (grid north is to the right  ) 
• FM36 2001 Master Grid 
 
• FM36 2006 Master Grid 
 
• RM15 2006 Master Grid 
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Area 3:  18th Century Qualla Phase Village Midden (31Sw1) 
 
General Information 
All data were collected in a zig-zag pattern.    The transect interval for 2006 FM36 data and 2006 GPR data 
is one-half meter. The transect interval for 2001 FM36 data and 2006 RM15 is one-meter.  The FM36 
sample density is four readings per meter in both 2001 and 2006, and the RM15 sample density is two 
readings per meter.  
 
The GPR data consist of 161 profiles (KDECAIIInnn.dzt) which begin (odd-numbered) or end (even-
numbered) on the 760N line between 1420E and 1500E.   The first profile begins at 760N – 1420E and 
ends at 800N – 1420E. Profile #161 begins at 760N – 1500E and ends at 800N – 1500E.   
• Profiles       1-80: 40.0 meters length 
• Profiles    81-120: 60.0 meters length 
• Profiles  121-159: 40.0 meters length 
 
FM36 data was collected in the area defined by the coordinates below.  RM15 coordinates differ and will 
be presented separately. 
• NW:   800N – 1420E 
• SW:   760N – 1420E 
• SE:   760N – 1500E  
• NE:   800N – 1500E 
 
GeoScan® Master Grids for FM36 and RM15 Data (grid north is to the right  ) 
 
• FM36 2001 Master Grid 
 
• FM36 2006 Master Grid 
 
• RM15 2006 Master Grid 
o SW corner of grid mar01-1a:  760N – 1440E 
o SE corner of grid mar01-3a:  760N – 1500E 
o NE corner of grid mar01-4a:  800N – 1500E 
o NE corner of grid mar01-5a:  820N – 1480E 
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Area 4:  14th – 18th Century Qualla Phase Village Midden (31Sw1) 
 
GPR:   
The survey area is oriented to magnetic north.  The first profile (DECPATH_001.DZT) begins at the 
western-most point (W) and ends at northern-most point (N).  This profile runs along the last profile of 
Area 1.  The final profile (DECPATH_129.DZT) begins at the southern-most point (S) and terminates at 
the eastern-most point (E).   
• N: 1009.853N – 1799.765E 
• W:  969.213N – 1770.635E 
• E:  942.920N – 1850.842  
• S:   922.456N – 1835.873E 
 
Profiles were collected in a zig-zag pattern at one-half meter intervals.  Profile length decreased from west-
to-east to avoid standing crops.   
• Profiles       1-41: 40.0 meters 
• Profiles     42-80: 39.0 meters 
• Profile            81: 38.9 meters 
• Profiles   82-101: 30.0 meters 
• Profiles 102-129: 20.0 meters 
 
FM36 and RM15 survey area coordinates differ by instrument and collection and are presented separately. 
GeoScan® Master Grids for FM36 and RM15 Data (grid north is to the right  ) 
 
All FM36 and RM15 data were collected in a zig-zag pattern.  The first transect began at the SW corner 
and ended at the NW corner.  The transect intervals are one-half meter for the 2006 FM36 data and one 
meter for 2001 FM36 data and 2006 RM15 data.  The FM36 sample density is four readings per meter in 
both 2001 and 2006 and the RM15 sample density is two readings per meter. 
• FM36 2001 Master Grid Coordinates  
o NW: 1040N – 1740E 
o SW:     940N – 1740E 
o SE:     940N – 1780E 
o NE:  1040N – 1780E  
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• FM36 2006 Master Grid Coordinates  
o SW corner of grid k424:   940N – 1780E 
o SE corner of grid k407:   940N – 1840E 
o NE corner of grid k410:  1020N – 1840E 
o NE corner of grid k113:  1060N – 1800E 
 
• RM15 2006 Master Grid Coordinates 
o SW corner of grid k424res:    940N – 1780E 
o SE corner of grid k431res:   940N – 1880E 
o NE corner of grid k410res: 1020N – 1840E 












North FM36 GPR RM15 Description
A 1751 1033  - - historic metal
B 1751 1011  - - townhouse: burned materials (interior wall?)
C 1747 1012  - - townhouse: burned materias (exterior wall?)
D 1763 1000  - - townhouse:  doorway
E 1770 1005  -  townhouse:  hearth
F 1760 1008  - - Valentine excavation's "well" ?
G 1776 1012  - - townhouse: unexplained oval anomaly
H 1758 1012  - - townhouse:  high intensity area on SW wall
J 1769 994 - -  townhouse:  clay and boulder skirting
K 1769 1014 - -  townhouse:  materials outside the walls
L 1769 994 -  - mound:  surface material
A 1670 790  - - area not included in 2001 FM36 survey
B 1682 786  - - historic metal
C 1740 770    vegetation on edge of farm road
D 1717 749  - - filled in ground hog holes?
E 1685 770   townhouse-scale, historic feature
F 1735 745 -   flood deposits
G 1677 765 -  - low resistance readings; origin ?
H - - -   area surrounding Anomaly 2E
A 1475 780  - - townhouse-scale structure 
B 1464 798  - - diamond-shaped anomaly
C 1470 800 - -  low intensity area above anomaly 3B
D 1495 780 - -  mixed signalsaround anomaly 3A; cultural?
E 1445 794 -  - residence-scale cluster anomaly
F 1455 780 -  - residence-scale cluster anomaly
G 1467 711 -  - residence-scale cluster anomaly
H 1481 796 -  - residence-scale cluster anomaly
A 1835 1010  - - plowed field
B 1820 990  - - residence-scale cluster anomaly
C 1845 945  - - farm road
D 1806 969  - - residence-scale cluster anomaly
E 1790 968  - - residence-scale cluster anomaly
F 1796 992  - - residence-scale cluster anomaly
G 1775 972 - -  "rough" area around the Kituhwa Mound
H 1805 1004 - -  "rough" area around the Kituhwa Mound
I 1822 975 -  - surface plowscars
K 1793 969 -  - equivalent to anomaly 4E
L 1811 996 -  - equivalent to anomaly 4F
M 1835 974 -  - vertical, curved anomaly; probably natural
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